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Preface

This report documents results of a research project entitled "Future Individual
Training Strategies.- The overall project objectives are to identify and assess
alternative training strategies that may be more efficent and affordable than
current techniques for conducing Army individual training, with special
attention given to resident training conducted in US. Army schools. Here the
authors present results of oe of three case studies of specialized skill training in
an Army military specialty. Each case study examines current job requirements
and training approaches, identifies alternative methods of conducting training
consistent with new Army training concepts, and analyzes resources, costs, and
potential of changes in training strategy.

The project has released five other publications.

R-4228-A, linking Future Training Concpts to Army Individual Tramining
Prgms, John D. Winlder, Stephen J. Kirin, and John S. Uebersax, 1992.

N-3527-A, Te Army Miitary Oxuvatioal Specity Databse, Stephen J. Kirin
and John D. Winkler, 1992.

R-4224-A, How to Estimate the Costs of Changes in Army Individual Skill
Training, Susan Way-Smith, 1993.

MR-118-A, Distributed Training of Armor Ocers, John D. Winkler, Susan
Way-Smith, Gary A. Moody, Hilary Farris, James P. Kahan, and Charles
Donnel 1993.

MR-119-A, Devo-Based Training of Armor Crewmen, Gary A. Moody, Susan
Way-Smith, Hilary Farris, John D. Winkler, James P. Kahan, and Charles
Donnell, 1993.

The results described in this report should be of interest to policymakers
concerned with military education and training, and to managers responsible for
the design and implementation of training program for specific Army military
specialties. The research was conducted in the Manpower and Training program
of the Arroyo Center and was sponsored by the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Training, US. Army Training and Doctrine Command.
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The Arroyo Center is the US. Army's fedemlly funded research and
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Arroyo Center provides the Army with objective, independent analytic research
on major policy and organizational cocerns, emphasizing mid- and long-tum
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Training.
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Summary

In an era of declining training resources and budgets, the Army is searching for
more efficient training methods to use in individual trining programs.
Individual training conducted in-residence in the US.. Army school system
(generally termed "institutional trairdn) is very costly, encompassing a large
portion of the entire U.S. Army budget-5.7 billion in fiscal year 1992, for
example (epartment of Defense, 1992). Conducting this taining requires
numerous installations, facilities, equipment, and manpower (instuctors and
trainees) while conuming large quantities of ammunitio, fuel, and other
resources.

To meet Army training requirements and overcome restraints imposed by
declining resources, Army policymakers are considering initiatives that may
hndamentally change the nature of individual training. Doctrinal publications
have proposed, for example, sizable reductions in the length and scope of
resident training and expanded use of training technologies (U. Army Training
and Doctrine Command [TRADOCI, 1990a). Because of their potentially far-
reaching effects on soldier proficiency and Army capability, a thorough
evaluation of proposed new approaches is needed. Training policymakers need
to know which occupations and training courses would be affected, how such
changes would be specifically implemented, and whether such changes will
provide savings and prove feasible in practice. More generally, the Army needs
improved techniques for identifying alternatives to current training approaches
and assessing potential costs and consequences of changing its customary
training methods. Currently, there is no agreed-upon methodology for
identifying training approaches suitable for specific occupational specialties or
for evaluating the resource and cost implications of new training approaches.

Research Objectives

The overall objective of this research is to develop improved techniques for
identifying alternative approaches for conducting individual training and
analyzing their cost implications. We first analyze the characteristics of Army
occupations and link them with concepts for changing existing methods of
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training (such as distributed training or increased use of training technologies).1

Then, in subsequent case studies of specific individual training programs we: (a)
define options for reorganizing training, (b) analyze potential effects of training
changes on resources and costs, and (c) identify further implications of training
changes. We conduct these analyses within specialized skill training programs
selected as potentially amenable to new training strategies under consideration

by the Army- The Armor Officer Advanced Course (AOAC), Abrams Armor
Crewman One-Station Unit Training (MOS 19KOSUT), and Cannon Fire
Direction Specialist Advanced Individual Training (MOS 13E10 AT).

A common analytic method is used in each of the case studies. First, we perform
a job analysis of tasks performed in the duty assignment for which the soldier is
being prepared. This job analysis is based on task performance data obtained by
the Army Occupational Survey Program (AOSP), augmented with subject matter
expert ratings of task characteristics relevant to training organization and
delivery. The data are statistically analyzed to determine requirements and to set
priorities for resident and nonresident training in conjunction with other
elements of instructional design (i.e., timing, location, and training technologies).
We use these results to suggest potential modification to the existing program of
instruction (POI), balancing key course objectives against potential changes in
training approaches and methods.

The resulting set of alternative POIs is then subjected to resource and cost analyses.2

The analyses provide quantitative estimates of changes in resources and costs
resulting from potential changes in training organization and delivery while
highlighting trade-offs and implications for all Army organizations affected by
the changes. The steps of the cost analysis involve: (a) defining the program's
current methods and resources and specifying how alternatives will be
implemented; (b) detailing how activities and workload will change for training
delivery, development, and support; (c) analyzing the type and quantity of
resources required to accomplish the changes (manpower, equipment, and
facilities); and (d) calculating specific costs, recurring costs and savings, break-
even points, and implications for soldiers, schools, and units.

ISee Kirin and Winkler, 1992; Winkler et aL, 1992.
2This method, termed the Trafing Resource Analysis Method CTRAM), is descibed in detail in

Way-Smith (1993).



Advanced Individual Training of Cannon Fire Direction
Specialists

This report presents our analysis of training options and costs for advanced
individual training of Cannon Fire Direction Specialists This course provides

AIT to enlisted personnel who operate battery fire direction centers (FDCs) and
provide technical support to artillery fire missions. This course was selected for

study because of its potential suitability for strategies that seek to reduce the
length of resident training and expand the use of training technologies. Cannon
fire direction specialist training involves extensive instruction in hard-to-train
cognitive tasks, for which computer-based training (CBT) could prove a more
cost-effective substitute for current methods of instruction. The course also
includes some material that might be considered for nonresident training.

We review these assumptions using our analytir method while analyzing the
feasibility of specific alternatives that better align training with job requirements
and expand use of CBT in the POL Our analysis seeks to determine how much
training needs to be conducted in-residence and how much may be conducted
using CBr. The analysis also seeks to determine how these concepts might be
implemented and supported in the most cost-effective manner given course

objectives to prepare soldiers to fight on the battlefield as skill-level one (SLI) fire
direction specialists.

Results

Our analyses suggest that the current course can be reorganized to reduce course
iength and conserve resources while meeting fundamental training objectives.

Moreover, a substantial number of tasks can be taught using CBT. As described
below, such changes in the current methods of instruction could generate
significant cost savings.

Training Requirements of Cannon Fire Direction Specialists

Our results indicate that fire direction specialists' tasks can be characterized by a
small number of general dimensions, which together indicate the extent to which
the tasks are performed frequently by other MOS 13E10 soldiers, are combat
urgent for the execution of fire missions, require procedural versus cognitive
skills, and involve individual versus interactive skills. In the body of the report,
we discuss criteria for using these characteristics to suggest tasks needing
training, where and when to train them, and which training technologies to use.
The criteria first distinguish tasks that require further training from those that do
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not; then, among those tasks that require training, they suggest the "minimum
essential" set to train in-residence versus those that could be considered for
nonresident training. The criteria further identify tasks particularly suited for
training using CBT. Next we examine how these tasks are currently trained and
suggest alternative POIs that align resident training with duty requirements and
incorporate CBT.

Based on this analysis, we identify three potential POs for resident instruction
that contain tasks performed by cannon fire direction specialists that meet
fundamental course objectives: (a) a "shortened" course focusing on core duties
of SLI cannon fire direction specialists, which trims the current POI without
admitting new candidate tasks for resident instruction; (b) an "add-in" course
that eliminates the same tasks while admitting others that meet resident training
criteria; and (c) an "add-in" course that incorporates CBT.

Options for Reorganizing Resident Training

In the "shortened P01," tasks remaining for resident instruction compose 80
percent of the current seven-week POI (200 of 250 current instructional hours).
This POI focuses training toward attaining proficiency at tasks identified in the
analysis as most important for operation of the fire direction center and the
technical support of fire missions. Consistent with current course objectives, the
alternative resident POI emphasizes the use of practical exercises to provide this
training.

Among the remaining tasks, some are considered for training in units following
graduation from AlT. Such tasks compose 7 percent of current training
(approximately 18 hours). These tasks consist mainly of procedures for installing
and maintaining some types of communications equipment specific to units.
Generic preparation, operation, and maintenance skills for this equipment are
taught in-residence. Some interactive communications procedures are also
among these tasks considered for training in units. For the purposes of this
analysis, we assume such training could be provided as part of initial on-the-job
training.

Other tasks, encompassing roughly 13 percent of current training time (32 of 250
hours), are identified by our analysis as not commonly required of SLi cannon
fire direction specialists (primarily S12 tasks involved with meteorological
messages). This material appears to represent unnecessary training that might be
"trimmed" from the resident PO.
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The analysis further identifies some SL2 tasks not currently trained in-residence
that fit the profile for SL1 resident training.3 These tasks encompass 29 hours of
instruction that could be added in as others are removed. This second "Add-In"
POI would still require 8 percent fewer hours of instruction than the current POI.

Options for Using CBT in MOS 13E10 AIT

Our analysis further identifies tasks well suited for CBT. Those tasks, covering
primarily FDC and fire mission operations, require complex computational and
diagnostic skills (e.g., manual gunnery computations). They are also hard to
train and lend themselves to individualized instruction provided in quality CBT

courseware.

If CBT were simply substituted one-for-one in relevant practical exercises, nearly
half of the time devoted to practical exercises could be conducted using CBT (70
of 157 hours). Overall, CBT could be used for 31 percent of instructional hours in
the "Add-In" POI while retaining sufficient hands-on training. However, given
evidence that CBT can shorten training time up to 33 percent, our analysis of the
"CBT POI" alternative also considers potential gains in efficiency in using CBT
for the practical exercises.

Savings and Costs of Alternative POIs

We next estimate resource and cost effects of implementing each of the
alternative POls generated by our analyses. First we examine the effects of
eliminating 1.25 weeks (50 hours) of instruction along the lines described above,
followed by the reintroduction of about one week of new resident instruction

using "hands-on" practical exercises. Next we analyze the effects of substituting
CBT for one-half of the practical exercises. Further, we consider alternative

assumptions for implementing the alternatives, including a high-cost and low-
cost scenario. The assumptions differ in how they treat development and
support costs and training delivery (e.g., improved efficiency of CBT).

Our cost analysis provides three major findings. First, under either set of

assumptions, shortening the course to focus on core cannon fire mission tasks

3These tasks cover the Battery Communication System (BCS) and are currently included in a
"fast-track" version of this course.
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would provide almost immediate returns-approximately $187,000--$23,000 per
year in less than one year, depending on the assumptions.4

Second, we find that respectable savings can be realized even as new tasks are
included for in-residence training while these other tasks are eliminated. The
"Add-In" PO, which includes BCS training, can still provide annual recurring
savings of $84,000 to $117,000 within two or three years. This alternative,
however, requires nonrecurring "start-up" costs of $139,000-$29600, primarily

for new training development.

Third, under both sets of assumptions, the introduction of CBT to conduct one-
half of the practical exercises can provide some savings. If CBT were substituted
on a one-for-one basis in the "Add-In" POI, the Field Artillery School could
realize annual recurring savings of $148,000 after seven years (and initial start-up
costs of $1,018,00) under our "high-cost" assumptions. Under more optimistic
assumptions, slightly larger savings are achieved more quickly ($167,000
annually after two years).

This analysis reveals, however, that the level of costs and savings in the CBT
P0Is is very sensitive to assumptions about the cost of courseware development
We think the "high-cost" estimates using estimated time values are likely to be
more accurate than those using flat dollar rates. Thus, the higher start-up costs
and longer payback period provide a more conservative basis for determining
whether to implement CBT in this course.

Conclusions and Implications

To cope with declining resources and budgets, the Army is reviewing its
customary methods of training individual skills, with the goal of finding ways to
train more efficiently. Our analysis suggests that training efficiency can be
improved through mechanisms that improve the alignment between training
courses and job requirements. Expanding the use of training technologies can be
part of this solution.

Our analysis shows that MOS 13E10 AT (and presumably similar initial skill
training courses) contains tasks that may not be performed in the subsequent
duty assignment (e.g., because they are performed at higher skill levels). The
resources required to train nonessential or extraneous material can be

4 This analysis assumes, however, that units an accommodate 18 hours of training involving
mainly communications equipment) using existing training equipment, fadlities, and manpower.
These savings would be diminished if additional resources were required to support this traning.
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considerable. Moreover, such training may take the place of other training that
bears directly on subsequent job requirements (e.g., "fast-trac tasks commonly
performed by all soldiers).

As a first step for improving efficiency, TRADOC and the proponent schools
should review the content of training programs in light of actual job
requirements. Tasks that bear directly on job performance requirements should
receive highest priority for in-residence training. A formal method for analyzing
training requirements can provide the objective information needed to determine
the "minimum essential" content of training programs.

Our analysis further suggests a potential role for CBT as the Army considers
additional methods for improving training efficiency. The suitability and
instructional advantages of CBT argue for its inclusion for substantial portions of
this training. Moreover, if CBT were implemented along with other steps to
realign this course, additional savings in training manpower and costs could be
realized. The key uncertainty is the cost of courseware development Higher
development costs lengthen the payback period, which must be evaluated in
light of other risks and benefits (e.g., the obsolescence of the courseware versus
improvements in quality and exportability). Still, given the continuing battlefield
requirement for technical support to cannon fire missions, a payback period of

seven years could be economically justified.
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1. Introduction

Background

The U.L Army faces serious challenges in training its solier and leaders hi the
coming years. Traiing Is vital to the combat readiness of the Army, but it is also
very costly. In an era of declining resources and growing constraints on
traditional methods of trainig, and a continuing technological advances

mcrease s requitements and drive up operating and support costs, the Army
will need new methods of training that maintm profiiency but reduce
operating costs, resource utilization, and manpower requi nts.

The program of military education and training conducted in the US. Army
school system are eziencing especially intense pressures to change customary
training methods. The Army conducts numerous program of training for
officers, warrant officers, noncommissioned officers, and listed personnel to
ipart the opecific skills and military knowlge needed to perfor wartime

missio (Department of the Army, 1987). These occur "in residence" at Army
schools, during on-the-job, trainng in Army units, and through self-development
at home stations. The portions conducted in-residence (generally termed
"institutional traiing") are visible and costly, involving numerous installations,
facilities, equipment, and manpower (instructors and trainees). Conducting this
training consumes large quantities of ammunition, fuel, and other resources (eg.,
spare parts). In fiscal year 1992, for example, individual training cost the Army
$5.7 billion (Department of Defense, 1992).

As part of its long-range planning process, the Army is considering new ways to
conduct training that can maintain effectiveness while reducing costs and
resource consumption in Army schools These have been desribed in doctrinal
publications (e.g., US. Army Training and Doctrine Command [TRADOC,
1990a), which identify several new concepts and strategies for conducting
individual training. The overall architecture is termed "Army Training 2007,"
which is intended to guide training plans and resource projections at Army
schools. Contained within are a number of elements, including TRADOC's long-
range training plan and four initiatives, together termed the "integrated training
strategy." Two of thie bear directly on how training will be organized and
conducted in Army schools in the future. They are
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" A "distributed training strategy" that envisions a reduction in the length of

institutional training courses, accompanied by increased individual training
in Army field units using paper-xed instructiem videotape, computer-
based training, interactive videodisc, and televideo

* A "device-based training strategy" that calls for expanded use of advanced

technologies, including training aids, devices, simulators, and simulations
(TADSS), to reduce equipment and ammunition usage during training at

institutions, home stations, and combat training centers, and as part of the
distributed training systen.1,2

These potential initiatives would significantly alter the nature of current

"schoolhouse" training Such changes would affect the length and content of

training courses, the location of some individual training (e.g., at home station

versus in-residence), the timing of training within an individual's career, and the

methods and media used to deliver training. At the same time, they contain a

number of assumptions regarding the eventual costs and consequences

associated with such changes. Advocates believe, for example, that distributed

training will permit reduction and consolidation of schools and resident course

offerings. This would be accompanied by increased training opportunities and
improvements in the quality and standardiation of instruction. Device-based

training is also seen as permitting reductions in the resources required to conduct

individual training while improving the sustainment of skills in the field. Thus,

both of these initiatives are expected to provide training more efficiently at less

overall cost to the Army.

Because such initiatives coqld have far-reaching effects on soldier proficiency

and Army capability, a thorough evaluation of them is needed. To evaluate

competing strategies, training policmakers need to know which Army military

occupational specialties (MOSs) would be affected, how such changes would be

implemented in specific training courses, and whether such changes will provide

sufficient cost savings and prove feasible in practice. Moreover, decisionmakers

need assurance that such changes will provide the Army with sufficient
capability, flexibility, and timeliness in responding to contingencies requiring the

mobilization and training of Army personnel

IThe remraning two ntiatives are termed "combat traiung can and "Rserve Componnts
training strategy." The florm proposes continued use of asst such as the National Tratning Center
to provi "relistic battlefield ining experence." The later provides general guidance for soldier
and leader training, collective tn tn p ad tning m naement (eg., in stating
that non-prlor-service soldiers will complete i aty training In-residec at TRADOC schools).

2 1n addition to these -strategies. TRADOC's angrange training plan ontaim a number of
additional "Conce" for changing the orpnization and delivery of buldvidual training. They
include, for example, expanded use of contract service tranng, incresd relance on dilian
vocational education in lieu of military training and expansion of joint-service training.
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Research Objectives and Approach

The overall objective of this research is to develop improved technique for
identifying alternative approaches for conducting individual training and
analyzing their potential costs and coequc Specifically, we seek to
determine whether and how new initiatives such as distributed and device-based
training can be implemented in exsting training programs to improve efficiency
and to reduce costs. Currently, there is no agreed-upon methodology for
determining how to reorganize existing training courses while analyzing the
prospective costs and benefits, along these or other lines. Such methods would
help "flesh out" the details of existing initiatives. They may also suggest
additional techniques for improving the efficiency of trahinuig, reducing resource
consumption and costs, and meeting other goals (e.g, maintaig traiing
quality and improvi standardia).

The research has proceeded in two phases. First, we coiducted backgroud
analyses that defined and analyzed characte of Army occupational
specialties related to future strategies for delivering Army individual training.
We developed a database describing training-related charactertis of Army
MOSs relevant to future training concepts. Second, we analyzed these data to
identify general training-related dimensions of MOSs, rank the MOS on each
training-related dimsior, and link these to concepts for changing Army
individual training in the future 3

Our analysis, for example, suggested that the concept of distributed training, as
currently described in doctrinal publications (TRADOC, 1991), might prove
especially suitable and cost-effective in leader development courses and MOSs in
which cognitive tasks are dominant It further identified specific characteristics
of MOSs that may lend themselves to a device-based training strategy (i.e., where
procedural skills are dominant and similarity to civilian occupations is low).
Drawing on this analysis, we selected three occupations for further intensive
study. They are: Armor Officer Advanced Course (AOAC), Abrams Armor
Crewman One-Station Unit Training (MOS 19K OSUT), and Cannmn Fire
Direction Specialist Advanced Individual Training (MOS 13E10 AT).

In the next phase, we develop analytical tools and conduct case studies of the
costs and feasibility of changing training in the selected specialties. We analyze
job requirements and current training approaches and identify new training
approaches for organizing and delivering training, consistent with the training
concepts under consideration. Then we develop and apply a methodology for

3The datasm and analyses are described in Kirn and Winkler (1992) and Wnkkr et aL (1992).
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estimating probable costs of changes to bmeline/current approaches, based on
key resource factors associated with changes in content, timing, location, and
method of training. Finally, we identify the broader implications of changing
training in the ways considered by the analysis. These analytical tools are
described in more detail beginning in Section 2.-

Plan of the Document

The remainder of this document describes the results of our analysis of the MOS
13E10 course, focusing on the potential for reducing the length of in-residence
training and expanding the use of training technologies. The next section of this
report describes the analytical approach taken in this research. Section 3 presents
our analysis of current training in MOS 13E10 and options for reorganizing
existing training. Our cost analyses of the options developed in this research are
contained in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions regarding
the feasibility of reorganizing training to expand the use of training technologies
in programs like that for MOS 13E10. Technical material supporting the case
study is contained in the appendices.

4They are also desc d in detail in a companum publication (Way-Smith 1993).



2. Analytical Method

This section describes how we identify and analyze alternative approaches for
conducting training within specific training proWan Our method of analysis
considers skill rqrments, resources required to train, and cost-effective

Iombinations of resources under alternative training approaches. The analysis
proceeds in two stages, as follows

" An initial job anmlym analyzes tasks performed in duty assignments and
compares these with the current program of instruction (PO. The analysis
next develops alternative POs that change content and length, locatim

timing, and/or training technologies, consistent with broad training concepts
applicable to the training program (e.g., distributed or device-based
training).

* A subsequent cost anabysis estimates changes in resources and costs
associated with the various alternative POis under consideration. It
identifies specific resourcing mechanisms for implemeting proposed

changes in POis, ramifications of changes for training activities and resources
across the Army, and resulting costs. The cost analysis further identifies
start-up costs, net recurring costs or savings, and break-even points for
alternatives under consideration.

Current Army Training Development Procedures

The Systems Approach to Training (SAT) is the Army's training development
process that drives the development of courses used for resident and nonresident

training. The SAT process integrates five distinct phases-analysis, design,
development, implementation, and evaluation. Training developers and subject
matter experts (SMEs) identify all tasks appropriate for a specific occupational
specialty and skill level and determine which tasks are critical to mission
accomplishment and survival on the battlefield and require training (Melton,
1988; TRADOC, 1989). Subsequently, these tasks are further analyzed to identify
conditions and standards of performance, the learning objectives for training,
and method of traiing, including media and location (TRADOC, 1988a). A task
selection board then reviews the task inventory, selection of "critical" tasks, and
other decisions governing training (e.g, selection of traiing site). These
decisions are based on cost-effectiveness, availability of needed resources, and
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other constraints. Tasks selected for resident training are then configured within
larger training events. A supporting POI is generated that displays the training
events; the methods used to conduct training; and required resources, including
manpower, equipment, and training technologies.

These procedures are used to develop new training programs, e.g., when new
MOSs are established. They are also used to revise and improve existing courses,
e.g., as equipment is added, deleted, or modified. The POI is updated when
major changes or an accumulation of changes makes it necessary. Unless major
changes external to existing training occur, however, courses are subject to

minimal revision with respect to methods and resources used to train. Training
development management often fails to apply the SAT process to the design and
development effort when making such changes. If faced with reductions in
training resources, a common response is to maintain standards with reduced
resources ("take it out of hide") or, alternatively, to "salami slice" (eliminate)
portions of existing training programs across the board. Major redeployments of
resources within existing courses are rarely considered.

Our approach is similar to the SAT in certain respects, but it offers a number of
advantages. Its goal is to suggest new and different approaches for organizing
and delivering training that are less costly than current methods. It is especially
useful for suggesting how to reorganize existing courses in response to reduced
training budgets. For a particular course, we generate several altrnatiwe POIs

that seek to improve the efficiency of training by varying the content, location,
timing, and technologies for conducting training. Whereas subjective
considerations by SMEs figure heavily in designing training programs, we
conduct objective analyses combining data on task performance in units with
systematic ratings by SMEs of task attributes related to training. Finally, the
results of the task analysis are linked to an analysis that evaluates resource and
cost implications of each alternative.

Job Analysis and Identification of Alternative POIs

The job analysis follows a series of steps, demonstrated in Figure 2.1. The steps
involve identifying the universe of relevant tasks; collecting quantitative data
regarding job performance from field surveys and SME ratings of task attributes
relevant to training; analyzing these data statistically to identify general job
dimensions and group and rank tasks according to training priorities; examining
the current POI in light of these results; and constructing new POIs that vary
content and length of resident training, location and timing of training for tasks
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Select Tasks Compare
" Use Army survey data

and SHE task ratings nodter~

" Statistically anaMyab Int/,, re

" Set training prioritie Revise course contsnt
timing and ocation
of training, and training
tochnologies

Atenatve POI Yl- l.

Figu 2.1-Job Analysis Method

not trained in-residence, and media and technologies for supporting resident and

nonresident training.

Selection of Tasks

The universe of tasks included in the job analysis incorporates all tasks that
might be performed in the duty assignment for which the soldier is being
prepared. In order to determine what soldiers actually do, the universe includes
tasks from adjacent skill levels. For example, consideration of a captain's tasks
includes tasks performed at the grade levels immediately above and below it (a
major's and lieutenant's tasks, respectively). For entry-level soldiers, both skill-
level one and skill-level two tasks are included in the job analysis. Major sources
of MOS task lists include (a) the master task list, (b) the critical task list, (c) the
POI, (d) the soldiers' manuals, and (e) Army Occupational Survey Program
(AOSP) field surveys.

The wider selection of tasks allows for the identification of actual job boundaries,
which might be different from official doctrine. By this method of task selection,

some new tasks may be identified for training and some tasks may be eliminated
from current training.

IA similar procedure would be followed in a job aalysis of nmmisioned officem
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Colection of Data

Next, we seek data to characterize the tasks identified in the previous step in
ways relevant to training organization and delivery. We wish to know more
than whether a task is critical; we also seek measures that reveal organizational
and delivery characteristics of "what, where, when, and how" tasks should be
trained.

Measures used in our analysis are drawn primarily from three sources. One is

the master task list established by proponent schools as part of the SAT process
and used to develop soldiers' manuals and POls. A second is the most recent
survey of job incumbents and their supervisors conducted under the AOSP. We
examine responses of only those job incumbents in tables of organization and
equipment (TOE) units who are at the skill level, grade/rank, and duty position
for the specialty of interest Ideally, the job performance measures include five
measures recommended in three SAT task selection models (TRADOC, 1989):
earning difficulty, task significance (importance), frequency of performance,

training emphasis, and consequences of inadequate performance (COWp).2

Measures drawn from the AOSP seem useful for determinmg what should be
trained, but they do not contain information that relates directly to training

organization and delivery (ie., when, where, and how tasks could be trained).
To obtain systematic information addressing these concerns, we collect SME
ratings for eight additional task attributes. The measures include: the location
where the task is most commonly performed (e.g., in garrism, field, or both);

whether the skills required by the task are prrequisite to the performance of other
tasks; the immediacy with which the task may need to be perfc-nned on duty
assignment; the potential twnsftnmbility of the skill between military and civilian
settings; and whether the task requires cooperative ski/ls, reasoning skills, direction

giving, and equipmenl as part of performance.?

These ratings are intended to make explicit the criteria used to design and
organize resident training programs within one analytic process. When
integrated with field-based measures of task performance, they provide a more
comprehensive and objective set of indicators for analyzing job requirements to

determine which tasks are "minimum essential" (versus trainable on-the-job) for
the initial job assignment and which require hands-on experience and interaction

with instructors and peers, and so forth.

2These measures are not routinely collected in all AOSP surveys. At a minimum, the AOSP
collects data on frequency of task performance from job incumbents and traning emphasis fro
supervisors. Additional data on learning difficulty and consequencs of inadequate performance
may be collected from supervisors, depending on the specific srvey.

3Complete descriptions of meusures used in this case study are provided in the nod section.
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Statistical Analysis of Tasks

Following the next step of our job analysis, we evaluate task data assembled from

field surveys and SO ratings using formaL statistical methods. We use factor

analysis (arman, 1976), an exploratory statistical procedure, to identify general

dimensions that summarize the various task measures. The analysis is

conducted using the task as the unit of analysis and including all relevant

measures derived from the master task list, AOSP surveys of job incumbents and

supervisors, and SUM ratings. The analysis examines the interrelationships

among these measures to determine if they can be represented by a smaller

number of hypothetical variables.

Once we have identified general dimensions of tasks, we next use the results of

the analysis to identify specific tasks with common characteristics. We do this by

calculating factor scores for all tasks on all dimensions and then ranking all tasks

on each of the general dimensions. The training developer may observe which

tasks are ranked high, middle, or low on each dimension and use the rankings to

establish cutoff values for determining the importance of each task with respect

to each general dimension.

The objective of the analysis is exploratory; that is, we seek to uncover general

characteristics of tasks that may be relevant to training organization and

delivery. We expect that the results can be interpreted to guide training

development (e.g., to select tasks for resident instruction or identify tasks that

might be especially suitable for new training strate ies).

Development of Alternative Training Programs

Next we use the statistical results to suggest possible changes in training

organization and delivery methods to improve operational efficiency and

resource utilization. First, we consider training content, location, and timing of

training (i.e., determining what should be trained in-residence and as

nonresident instruction). Then we consider media and technology used to

conduct resident and nonresident training.

The analysis begins by using the statistical results to suggest key task

characteristics to consider in developing resident and nonresident instruction.

We attempt to identify the set of tasks necessary to assume the duty position and

distinguish these from tasks that may not need to be trained at all (e.g., because

they are not actually performed by job incumbents in the duty assignment).

Within these, we then seek the tasks that are "minimum essential" for resident
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instruction and tasks that may be considered for nonresident instruction (as
prerequisites or follow-ons to resident instruction).' We then examine the
current POI in light of these results, and we suggest options for revising or

reconstituting training events to support resident and nonresident training.

Once options for reorganizing the content, timing, and location of training are

devised, we next define options for using training media and technologies in

ways that preserve training effectiveness but reduce costs. Current practices of

assigning "proven" training methods and media to training events may overlook

some training approaches that are potentially cost-effective. For those tasks and
training events that remain in-residence and for nonresident instruction, we aim

to substitute equally effective media and technologies when they are less

expensive than those in current use (e.g., increased use of simulation, as

appropriate). For those tasks where new training needs to be developed (for

resident or nonresident instruction), we seek to identify the media and

technologies with acceptable effectiveness and the lowest possible development

and maintenance costs.

Identification of alternative media is guided by the results of our statistical

analyses, along with principles of instructional design and media selection

gleaned from the literature on educational technology (e.g., Melton, 1988). As in

the earlier step, we examine current training methods and, based on the

characteristics of tasks, suggest alternative media and technologies. For example,

TADSS are often found to be equally effective and less costly than equipment-

based training (Martellaro et al, 1985; Hughes et al., 1987; Winkler and Polich,

1990). Recent advances in the computer tutoring of individuals suggest

equivalent and efficient self-paced instruction alternatives to current conference

methods on a variety of abstract reasoning and technical tasks (e.g., Brown, 1985;

Fischer et al, 1991; Legree and Gillis, 1991; Newman, 1991; Towne and Munro,

1991). Other technological advances in video teletraining and video

teleconferencing may provide useful "distance learning" options for presenting

information to students and testing their understanding (e.g., Bailey, 1989).

Cost Analysis

Next we estimate the potential costs and savings that would result from

implementing the alternative POls generated in the job analysis. A key problem

in determining the potential cost of changing training is that the Army does not

4We descibe our method for doing this in more detail in the next section. Briefly, we define
"minimum essential" tasks for resident instruction as those ranked most highly in the statstal
analysis as key duties of jb num, bnts and neussiyfor survivl on th battleed.
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now have accurate methods for estimating costs of individual training. General
estimates of costs of training courses exist, but the aggregate manner in which
costs associated with manpower, equipment, and base operations are estimated
does not permit detailed analysis of the activities associated with producing and
executing a training course. This is a serious problem because many of the
proposed alternative training strategies will be implemented at the training
course level and the Army needs to know whether these strategies do, in fact,
reduce the costs for a particular course.

In response, we have developed a course-level costing method that can be used
to develop estimates of the costs of changing Army individual training. The
method evaluates alternative strategies for conducting training courses and
various potential implementations of these alternatives. This method-the

training resource analysis method (IRAM)--examines how an alternative
training strategy would change training and training support activities and
resource use.5

The Training Resource Analysis Method

TRAM is different from current Army training cost methods in three ways. First,
the method examines activities, resources, and costs at a much lower level of
detail than the current Army costing methods. TRAM examines activities,
resources, and costs at the course and lesson plan/event level of detail.

Second, TRAM differs because it focuses on changes in costs that result from a
training decision. The Army's current methods allocate total fixed and variable
costs. 6 While these Army methods may have been sufficient for budgeting
purposes in a relatively stable environment, the present context of major end-
strength reductions, budget cuts, and mission changes requires a method that can
determine whether new training strategies can actually generate savings. 7

Third, in addition to quantitatively measuring costs, TRAM also highlights trade-
offs by detailing the specific changes that result from implementing alternative
training strategies and places those changes in a broad context Training
activities in schools ultimately affect activities in units, and if changes are to be
made to individual training programs, decisionmakers need to know not only

5 A detailed explanation of the training resource analysis method is provided in Way-Smith
(1993).

6 A cost that is uniform on a per unit basis but that fluctuates, in total, in direct proportion to
changes in activity levels is variable. A cost that remains constant in total despite fluctuatons in
activity for a given period of time is considered fixed.

7The Army's current methods are able to account only for changes in student input and course
imgtk
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the costs of those changes for schools and units, but what they ane potantiaily
taig for the savings.

TRAM has three objectives:

1. Evaluate training options

2. Asses the e ffects of alternative ipeuatOof tranIg options

3. Estimate changes in costs and savings.,

TRAM use four steps to calculate the changes in resources and costs of
alteraive POIs. They ane (a) specify the training programs, (b) analyze
activities, (c) analyze resources, and (d) calculate costs. These step ane
illustrated in Figur 2.2 and described below.

Specify the Training Program

The most important step in the analysis is to thoroughly define the current course
(the baseline) and the proposed alternative training progrm

Define the Baseline. In the first ste of the method, we convert the current
course P01 to a spreadsheet that contains each current training event, instructig

AnaI spe Demrmlne implied changesnmt os
canges In In training resuce ofatww

training activltls

Dl"r* 2.-T aini iesuc Useysi hiet-on
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dcpartmeit, acadentic hours, methods of instruction, equipment, ammunition,
facilities, and instrucior contact hours.

Define the Alierafives. Next we specify the alternative training programs. We
identify changes to the baseline associated with the alternatives proposed by the
job analysis that affect who is conducting the training (e.g., are training
responsibilities being transferred?); what methods or lessons change; and when,
where, and how the changes will be implemented. We also highlight key
assumptions that may need to be made concerning how the alternative POI will
be developed, delivered, and supported.

Analyze Activities

Once the baseline and alternatives are defined, we examine how the changes
affect the activities at the school and other organizations that may be affected by
the training changes. In this step, we determine which activities change, for
whom they change, how they change, and when they change. The activity
analysis focuses on the changes that occur in the areas of training deliery,
development, and support.

Changes in activities are next translated into changes in workload. We use a
balance sheet to record the changes in workload that accompany the changes in
training separately for training delivery, development, and support. The balance
sheet is the centerpiece of the method, and we use it to track both activity and
resource changes. Table 2.1 is the template for the activity balance sheet. It
contains information on four types of changes: activity/resource increases,
activity/resource decreases, transfer from/to other courses or organizations, and
transfer from/to excess capacity. Targeted organizations are those specifically
targeted and directly affected by the change. Other courses or organizations are

Table 2.1

Balance Sheet: General Format

Targeted Organztion

Activities Increases Decreases Transfer Transfer from Net
from(-)/ (-)/ to (+) Change
to (+) other excess capacity
courses or
organizations

Delivery

Development
Support
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those that may be indirectly affected by the change. The net change then totals
all types of changes for a given activity.

Each of the major activities has a number of associated workload factors. In
analyzing changes in training delivery, for example, we consider implications of
training changes for student input and load and instructor contact hours in
schools and nonresident training locations. The major workload factors for the
training development area are the estimated man-hours required to develop new
training products and to sustain existing training products. Tracing the changes
in support activities is difficult because support activities exist at many different
organizational levels within the schools, and many support functions may not
change in a linear fashion based on student load changes. However, thorough
understanding of each training installation's support activities should permit
inferences regarding how training changes will affect such support activities as
maintenance, housing, and transportation.

Analyze Resources

Next we determine how activity changes translate into changes in type and
quantity of resources required to implement and support the training changes for
each alternative (i.e., for training manpower, equipment, and facilities). TRAM
uses available information and resourcing factors to determine changes in
resources (see Way-Smith, 1993). For example, we analyze changes in the
composition of manpower using appropriate tables of distribution and
allowances (TDA), authorizations, and manpower staffing standards (MS3).

We identify changes in equipment that result from a change in training,
including one-time and recurring costs of the major weapon systems, support
equipment, maintenance support and test equipment, training equipment, other
major end-items of equipment (e.g., trucks), spare parts, and munitions affected
by a training change. Finally, we seek to identify similar costs associated with
increasing, decreasing, or altering training ranges, maintenance facilities,
administrative and classroom buildings, and other support facilities.

Calculate Specific Costs

Once all of the resource changes are identified, we determine the costs associated
with these resource changes. We use the general equation:

Cost = (Cost Factor) x (Resource Change)

Table 2.2 defines the elements of this equation.
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Table 2.2

Cost Model Definitions

Category Definition
Cost factor The dollar amounts for individual aspects of cosL They ae

costs per person, per piece of equipment, etc. There is typically
a multitude of cost factors reflecting the variety of personnel,
equipment, and facilities types.

Resource change The changes in the particular resources involved in the
alternatives. These include changes in manning type, manning
quantity, equipment type, equipment quantity, and facilities
that are generated by alternatives.

Cost Cost of the category is produced by multiplying a cost factor by
a resource change.

To develop specific cost models, we use a general cost template that includes the
types of costs that may be incurred when training changes are made to a POI (see
Table 2.3). The template serves as a planning tool and checklist to ensure that
important cost and resource factors are considered in the analysis. Major sources
of the cost data include TRADOC's Resource Factor Handbook, Operations and
Support Cost Management Information System (OSMIS), and Facilities Planning
System (FPS) (see Way-Smith, 1993). We have filled in some of the cells of the
template to illustrate how the analyst would develop the specific cost equations
for the example we have been using. The column entitled "activity level" refers
to specific changes in equipment-utlization rates and facility-utilization rates.

Place Costs in Context

Once we have calculated the costs for the various alternatives, we need to place
them in a broader policy context. This involves comparing the costs of
alternatives, "sizing" the costs and savings, identifying the trade-offs,
highlighting the limitations of the analysis, and identifying potentially larger
issues that surface during the analysis. The decisionmaker needs to know how
the alternatives differ in terms of costs and savings and the flow of costs and
savings over time. And the decisionmaker needs a meaningful benchmark to
determine whether the savings are large or small The context of the decision
and the level of the decisionmaker are critical in determining the appropriate
benchmark. For example, we may want to present the results in terms of a
percentage of the current budget for the school, if thedecisionmaker is a school
commandant TRADOC- or DA-level person. In other cases the decisionmaker
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Table 2.3

CeTomplef

Resmourc Peeks

Activity Maming .-Fd
Comm tawl Ammint Type Amount Type Avwn Type

COSIS
Cmuan -ane cost

initial trakftn
Separton x x
TMttaer

Trase X X
TTtW x xNew ftraiin products X X

Equ"mt procuremmt x x
Equipment -tr e X X

Construction rmwodmls X X
RECURRMC067S
Civilian personne cost

RepecemI* training
Pay and allowances X X

Mitry -pmomost
Repennt trainfin
Student PCS2 X X
StudentTDyb x x
Instructor TDY

Training product mnint. X X
Fue, oil, etc. (POL9 x x

Ammuaion
Equipment maintemnace x x x
Product distibution
Product reproduction
Facility maintenance x x

aperjumidimugeotsaln
WreMpoay duy na *
Meb~ol, Ad hWkriA

may be a brigde commard, and the appropriate benchmar may be the
brigade budget.

Once the costs and savings are placed in conxt, the next step is to conside
potential trade-oils and risks that may result from the decision. This step of the

analysis includes consideration of potential direct and indirect qualitative effects.
There are two levels of trade-offs and risks, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The fist
level includes detailed effects on how training changes could futher affect
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Figure 2.3--Trade-Offs and Risks in Considering Trainain Change.

manpower, equipment and facilities. The second level addresses the broader
and more genral consequeuces of the change to the Army.

Trade-off analysis begins by identifying the potential qualitative effects that may
occur as a result of the specific cost and savings that are genkerated by the change

The upper-left box contains the major factors that are considered in the costing
method. The upper-right box column is a checklist of potential qualitative

conideatinsthat may be important for the training decisior. For example, in
the manpower area, a potential direct risk in reducing instructor manpower
through distributed training isreduced morale, if a greater off-duty burden is
placed on students. A possible indirect effect of this lower morale is increased
attrition in specialties where it is not desired.

At the detailed level in the equipment area, if new trainiing technologies (e.g.,
simulators and computer-based training) are replacing actual equipment, two
important consierations are reliability and flexibility of the new technologies.
Reliability is important because potential downtime on the simulator may result
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in insufficient tbaing or substitutions that are as costly as the original
equiim L Flbility is important because other course may be able to take

advantag ci the tedmologies,

The more general level of the bade-off and risk amlysis examines the areas of
training effectiveness and soldiers' confid in their abilities, For example, if
raindi technoogies m used wdextively to replace training on actual

equimet, the may be concen about the soldiers' ability to operate the actual
equipmnent in, comtbat situations, Determining the effectivenes of substituting
technlogy for actual weapons may require further research and testing.

There ar also broader conideations concerning the reversibility of a training

decision. For example, imp an Army-wide teletring system rquir
a large up-front investment in a technology, and associated equipment, that is
changing very rapidly, in term of both cost and capabilities. If the Army
purchases currnt teletraini equipment, it may be outdated by the time it is
fully operationaL Investing in current teletraining equipment and capabilities

must be weighed against the incremental training effectiveness of this current
technology compared with other methods and against the large and difficult-to-
reverse investment decision.

Case Studies of Training Changes

The job and cost analysis methods described in this section have been applied in
several selected specialized skill training programs. The remainder of this
document describes the application of the methods for assessing the potential

role of distributed training in conducting advanced individual training of cannon
fire direction specialists (MOS 13E10 AMT).
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3. Options for Training Cannon Fire
Direction Specialists

This section presents our analysis of training optioas for the MOS 31IO Alr
course. We fis describe how MB 1310 AT is currently conducd, covming
o chacteristics, conten, and instructional philosophy. Next, we apply our

job analysis methodology to identify alternatives to reorganize the MOS 1310
Ar POL, consistent with principles of distributed training and exaned use of
training aids, devices, simulato, ad simation The thre alternative POs
we develop are the basis for the cost analysis presented in Section 4L

Selection of MOS 13E10 AfT Course for Case Study

We chose to examine the MOS 1310 AIT course because of its potential

suitability for expandied use of training technologies, possibly as part of a
distributed training strategy that also seeks to reduce the length of resident
training. As our MOS analysis indicates, cannon fire direction specialists need
costly and extensive training in cognitive tasksi The training also involves
extensive use of equipment While more aggressive use of training technologies
in the schoolhouse and at home station could prove les costly than current
resident training emphasizing platform instruction and practical exercise, a
balance must be established between efficiency and effectiveness. Thus, our
analysis sought to determine potential benefits of training tedmologies while
retaining sufficient resident and hands-on training to produce qualified
graduates who are confident when performing cannon fire direction tasks.

Description of MOS 13E10 AIT

The MOS 13E10 AIT course is for enlisted artillerymen who will serve in fire
direction or operations sections of field artillery canmon units. Its primary
purpose is to prepare soldiers to perform skill-level one duties conducted in field
artillery fire direction centers. Soldiers attend this course on completion of basic
training. Attendance and successful performance qualifies the graduate in
military occupational specialty 13.

lSee Winkle, Ikn, ad Udmn (1992).
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Currently, MOS 13E10 AIT is a seven-week course. It was offered 24 times in FY
91 to a total of 750 students. Optimum class size is 40 students. In addition to
the active Army students that attend the course, reservists and guardsmen are
also sent to the course by their units. After force reductions, the Army projects a
reduction in the number of total students to 686 students for FY 93. Training is
conducted at the US. Army Field Artillery School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

Duties of MOS 13E10 Specialists

The MOS 13E10 soldier is one of the critical members of the "gunnery team,"
serving typically as a member of a platoon FIC. The principal focus of the MOS
13E10 ArT course is on tasks conducted in the FDC supporting fire missions,
including communications, tactics, and operation of fire direction systems. The
following discussion briefly describes the key duties of MOS 13EI0 specialists.

FDC Operations. In conducting FDC operations, the MOS 13E10 specialist reads
grid maps, receives and plots forward observers' target data, and determines and
announces firing chart data. He prepares the FDC's backup computer system
(BUCS) for operation, enters data, and computes firing data using the BUCS. 2

Operations. The MOS 13E10 soldier performs other duties in the operations
section, including recording fire mission data; maintaining ammunition status
and situation maps; compiling target lists; and preparing situation, target, and
fire capability overlays.

Communications. The skill-level one cannon fire direction specialist is
responsible for the installation and preventive maintenance checks and services
(PMCS) of communications equipment. He lays field wire and installs
telephones, radios, and antennas. He also monitors radio transmissions and
transmits and receives radio messages.

Vehicle and Generator Operation. Another category of tasks includes vehicle
and generator operation and PMCS. The MOS 13E10 soldier loads equipment,
transports personnel and materiel in vehicles, and operates and services
generators.

Unit Defense. Finally, MOS 13E10 specialists are also responsible for defensive
duties, which include constructing fortifications, bunkers, and weapons

21n a separate "fast-track" course, selected soldiers perform some database construction, mission
processing, and registrations tasks on the FDC's main battery computer system (BCS).
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emp e . They also perform security guard, listeing post and outpot
dutis

MOS 13E00 AZT Instructioxul Characteristics

The MOS 13E10 ANT course provides students with instruction and practical
exercise on skill-level one cannon fire direction specialist tasks. The aim of this
instruction is to train each soldier to perform the wide variety of day-to-day tks
in his duty description. The majority of the technical instruction is provided in a
traditional platform format. Students sit at desks in classrooms with a ratio of 1
instructor per 20 students for conference and - nstration instruction, and a
ratio of 1 instructor per 6 students for practical exercises with "hardware
oriented" equipment (PE 1).

The practical exercises take up three-fourths of the academic instuction and
involve mainly the use of small handheld equipment items that perform similar
functions to equipment found in an advanced math class. The graphical firing
table (GFT) is similar to a slide rule and the BUCS is a modified handheld

calculator. These are used while working through a manual of paper-and-pencil,
practical exercises. The emphasis on practical exercises underscores the difficulty
of training highly cognitive, computational tasks. The first-time fail rates for
several of these training events has hovered above 20 percent The manual
gunnery computational skills are difficult to maintain without extensive practice.
Students frequently forget what they learned in these earlier training segments.

The remaining practical exercise tasks involve oth hands-on practice with maps
and various items of communications equipment Generally, students work

alone rather than in groups.

The bulk of the training is provided by the Gunnery Department and in lesser

degrees by the Communications/Electronics Department and the Target
Acquisition Department (map reading). When training schedules permit, the
Gunnery Department offers an integrated command post exercise (CPX) for
13E10 and 13F soldiers. The CPX provides realistic, field-oriented training to
augment academic instruction. The CPX setup includes a control station and six
"cells" representing six 13E FDCs. Each cell resembles the interior of an FDC and
contains the necessary equipment. Students demonstrate their acquired skills
while their performance is monitored by instructors. The Gunnery Department's
segment of training culminates in live-fire pracue (dry fire) and a live-fire
exercise.
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Analytical Issues

Current MOS 1310 AIT instructional philosophy, course characteristis, and use

of training resources provide the framework for the analysis. The course is
currently taught entirely in-residence. The course would appear to be a good

candidate for reorganization because of its emphasis on cognitive tasks and high
cost of training. Given the actual duties of first-term MOS 13E soldiers, some

tasks currently trained in-residence might best be trained in units. Other tasks
might need to be added to the resident POL At the same time, however, specific

analysis is needed to determine how much training may actually need to be

conducted in-residence given key course objectives. Equally important for our

analysis, MOS 13E10 AIT appears to be a good candidate for expande ase of
training technologies. The highly cognitive, comptationl skills required for the
FDC and operations section duties are difficult to train and maintain. Increased

use of interactive training technologies could improve training effectiveness for
resident and nonresident training, but analysis is needed to determine possible
costs and benefits. The following job analysis helps to clarify these issues.

Analvti -d Method

As ctesc. -  , in Section 2, the MOS 13E10 job analysis involves four steps:

* Select tasks for analysis

* Collect measures of task attributes

* Use factor analysis to identify dimensions and groups of tasks within them

* Develop alternative POls.

Below we describe the measures used in the job analysis and how we conducted

the statistical analysis. Analytical results and description of alternative POls
follow next.

In order to cast the widest net for tasks to be considered in our job analysis, we

focused on the universe of skill-level one and skill-level two tasks (SL1-2) for

MOS 13E. These tasks were identified using the Fort Sill Master Critical Task List

Uune 1991), the MOS 13E10 Soldier's Manual (September 1985), the MOS 13E10
POI (March 1989), and the AOSP cannon fire direction specialist incumbent and
supervisor surveys (1987).

We then obtained three measures of on-the-job task performance from the AOSP

cannon fire direction specialist surveys and seven measures of task
characteristics from SMEs at Fort Sill. The final dataset consisted of 201 tasks.
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The 10 measures used in our analyses are listed in Table 3.1. The mean values

and standard deviations (SDs) are the average values for these measures across

all tasks included in our analyses. The range of values for each measure is also

provided. Each of the measures is described in more detail below.

AOSP Measures

Job Incumbent Ratings. The 1987 AOSP field survey of MOS 13E10 soldiers

contained data from incumbents who rated their own Freaun of Perfona of

601 MOS 13E tasks in SL1-4. We focused attention on the subset of tasks

included in SL1-2.

The following criteria were used to identify the appropriate MOS 13E10

respondents from the total of 445 incumbents who completed the Frequency of

Performance survey. To be included in the analysis, survey respondents needed

to indicate that they were at SLI in a TOE unit with 13E as primary MOS, and at

one .f the following fire direction duty positions: Assistant Chief Fire Direction

Computer, Assistant Fire Control NCO, Chart Operator, Chief Fire Direction
Computer, Fire Direction Computer, Fire Direction Specialist, Fire Direction

Specialist Radio Telephone Operator, Radio Telephone Operator, or Senior Fire

Direction Specialist. These criteria yielded a total of 137 (30.8 percent)

respondents whose data were used for the two frequency measures described

below.

Table 3.1

Measures Used in the Analysis

Source Range Mean SD
AOSP measures

Job incumbents
Percentage of incumbents who report

doing task 0-100 59.11 15.09
Number of times per year done 0-480 116.40 38.04
Supervisor
Training emphasis 1-6 3.73 0.44

SME ratings
Location 0-2 1.69 0.33
Prerequisite 0-1 0.47 0.25
Immediacy 0-1 038 0.26
Interactivity 0-1 0.4 0.28
Reasoning 0-1 0.09 0.15
Transferability 0-1 026 0.39
Equipment 0-1 0.60 0.43
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Percentage of In nabents Who Report Doing Task. The AOSP questiornaire for
job incumbents asks cannon fire direction specialists to indicate whether they are
called upon to perform a given task The percentage of soldiers who report
doing a task can range from 0 to 100 percet. The value for this measure shown
in Table 3.1 is the average value across tasks included in our job analysis.

Number of Times per Year Done. Job incumbents' ratings of how often they
perform a particular task were converted from a 7-point "relative time spent"
(RTS) scale to the estimated Absolute Frequency (AF) of performance in number
of times performed per year (0-480). The RTS-to-AF conversion is part of the
AOSP Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAPs) 3

Combined with other measures, the percentage of MOS 13E10 soldiers called
upon to do a task and the frequency with which the task is performed can be
useful indicators of whether a task or group of tasks should be included for
resident or nonresident training.

Job Supervisor Ratings. The 1987 AOSP surveys of MOS 13E10 soldiers also
collected data from MOS 13El0 supervisors, who rated the same 601 SLI-4 tasks
on training emphasis for SLi cannon fire direction specialists. We used responses
from all of the 40 supervisors to whom the survey was administered. They listed
their primary MOS as 13E and their pay grade/rank as E-6 SSG/SP6. Most
respondents (98 percent) had one or more years of experience with MOS 13E,
were in TOE units (93 percent), and were from field artillery units (90 percent).
For analytic purposes, we calculated the mean training emphasis rating of the 40
supervisors for each of the SL1-2 tasks included in our analysis.

Training Emphasis. Supervisors' ratings of training emphasis were each rated on
a 7-point scale with I meaning "cannot evaluate" and anchored from 2 ("no
training required for SLI") to 7 ("high training emphasis for SLI"). We
transformed the AOSP 7-point scale to a 6-point scale by treating "cannot
evaluate" as missing data and subtracting a value of I from each leveL These
ratings were then aggregated to obtain the average of the supervisors' ratings on
each measure. Supervisor ratings that indicate a training emphasis for MOS
13E10 soldiers help to identify critical tasks for training at SLI and perhaps for
AiT at Fort Sill.

To summarize, these first three measures were generated from the most recently
fielded job incumbent and job supervisor AOSP surveys. The data collected

3The RTS-to-AF conversion and rationale for its use for critical task selection are discussed in
several papers by the US. Army Personnel Integration Command. For a sununary see Goldber, n.d.
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reflect the insights and performance experience of MOS 13E10 soldie and their
supervisors, in MOS 13E TOE units, on MOS 13E10 job-celated tasks.

Subject Matter Expert Ratings

The next group of meaures included in our job analysis addresses additional
attributes of tasks relevant to training organization and delivery. The seven
measures described below were developed at RAND and collected from a group
of course instructors at the Field Artlery Center. The conversions of the SME
ratings to numerical values are also given for each rating.

Location. Tasks are rated according to where they are performed in typical units
under full-standard (nonpractice) conditions.

0 = Garrison. The task is performed in a garrison setting.

1 = Both. The task is performed in the field and in garrison.

2 = Field. The task is performed in the field (including ranges and
maneuver areas).

The location of task performance may play a role in determining where these
tasks are trained. For example, some tasks performed in the field may be better
trained in the unit rather than in-residence because of improved access to
training opportunities.

Prerequisite. This category describes how much the abdiity to perform the task is
prerequite to the ability to perform other tasks done by soldiers of the same skill
level

0 = Specific. The task is unique and does not generalize to other
tasks. Thus, a "specific" task is an isolate among tasks in terms
of its performance requirements.

1 = General The task has broad application for this grade, in that it

is required as part of more specific tass. If soldiers do not
know how to do this task, there are other tasks that they cannot
possibly do.

The identification of generic building block tasks whose mastery is prerequisite
to successful performance of other tasks can provide information for the

sequencing of training.
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Immediacy. Tasks are rated on this dimension according to how much lead time
is available for preparation to perform the task, prior to it being demanded to full

standard.

0 = Low Immediacy. Time exists to prepare to perform this task
(ranging from several hours to months, depending on the task).
In a nonemergency situation, there is little or no pressure to
rush preparation. Even in a combat situation, the use of
reference material can be expected.

1 = High Immediacy. The job requires this task to be done either at

any time or on a regular basis. Task accomplishment is very
time and situation sensitive. When needed, these tasks must be

done correctly without consulting reference or training materiaL

Tasks that need to be performed right away, such as those central to processing
fire missions, may be designated for resident training because of readiness

considerations.

Interactivity. Tasks are classified according to how they are performed within
the context of group efforts or unit missions. They may be viewed as completely
individual and requiring no interaction, or as part of a team effort in which

collaboration is the key to success.

0 = Limited Interactivity. In these tasks, people work individually,
even if they work toward a common goal. Tasks that form part
of an interactive task are rated "0" if labor is divided according
to specialization and does not require close synchronization; ie.,

some people do some things while other people do other things.
The results of these individual tasks are joined at some point to
produce the unit product.

1 = Cooperative. These tasks require ongoing interaction by
members of a unit. Success for the individual task is imposs ble
to define outside the context of the unit. Roles may be well
defined, or fluid collaboration may be necessary.

The key to rating these tasks is defining the outcome of the specific task and then
deciding whether the task can be achieved by one individual. Knowing whether
a task is performed interactively or individually is relevant to decisions about

how and where to train a task (e.g., in a small group, classroom setting).
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Reasoning Each tak is rated according to the amount of judgment required to
complete it

0 = Rote. These tasks require motor skills (manipulation of
equipment), memorization of a sequence of steps, or the use of a
checklist or similar job aid, and no more in-depth analysis, for
completion.

1 = Cognitive. These tasks require that the performer understand
the underlying conditions and rationale for the task before
applying professional judgment and experience to complete it
It is difficult to define such tasks without first defining a
situation or context in which they will be performed.

The distinction between cognitive and rote (procedural) tasks is helpful for
decisions about how to train. Tasks that require on-line judgment may call for
simulation and diagnostic feedback such as provided in intelligent tutoring
systems. Rote tasks may prove especially suitable for repetitive drill and
practice.

Transferability. This category describes how similar tasks are to civilian or
mita Msks.

0 = Military. Intensive, specialized, military training is required to
accomplish this task.

1 = Civilian. A soldier placed in a civilian situation can accomplish
a similar task with minimal orientation. Conversely, a civilian

placed in a military unit can accomplish this task with minimal
orientation.

Tasks are given a "civilian" rating when comparable tasks are also found in
civilian work Military tasks are so rated because they have little civilian
transferability. Tasks identified as specific to the military require specialized
training in branch schools and/or units. In contrast, tasks that are not unique to
the military may be open to other training options in civilian education and
training settings.

Equipment Tasks are rated on whether or not they require the use or
manipulation of equipment for successful completion.

0 = No Equipment

1 = Equipment.
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The essence of the task must require the use of equipment or nipulation of a
device to be rated "1." Equipment that could possibly assist in accomplishing a
task (e.g., binoculars for terrain observation) should not cause the task to be rated
as requiring equipment Further, a "look up in a table' type of task requiring a
chart or book is not considered an equipment task. Tasks requiring equipment
are ones for which device-based training approaches might be expanded or
developed.

Factor Analysis and Task Rankings

Method of Analysis. We used factor analysis (e.g., Harman, 1976) to uncover a
small set of general dimensions of MOS 135I0 tasks. We structured the data in
Table 3.1 as a rectangular array and calculated correlations between each pair of
measures. Listwise deletion was used in constructing the correlation matrix.
This resulted in 201 tasks with complete data on the 10 measurements. We then
used the principal component analysis method to reduce the dimensionality of
the original 10 measurements. We further considered only factor dimensions
with eigenvalues of at least 1.0. The factors were rotated according to the
varimax criterion, for easier interpretatiMn of the factor loadings on the 10
measures.

To aid our interpretation of each factor dimension, we considered only measures
with the strongest loadings (; 0.50 or < -0.50).4 These conventional cutoff values
served to reduce the number of defining measures for a factor from 10 to only
those with at least 25 percent of the total variance accounted for by the factor.

Calculation of Factor Scores. We next use the factor analysis results to calculate
scores for each task on each dimension. Again we considered only the variables
with positive loadings a 0.50 and those with negative loadings - -0.50. The
composite factor scores were computed following a unit weighting strategy,
which consisted of three steps. First, we converted the values on each measure to
standard scores (z-scores). Next, we multiplied the z-score of each defining
measure by I or -1 according to the positive or negative loading on the factor.
Finally, we took the average of these products to generate the composite factor
score. The factor score values were then used to rank order all of the tasks on
each of the dimensions.

4 A variable's "loading' on a factor is the correlation between the variable and the factor. This
loading will fail within a range of 1.00 (perfect positive correlation) to -1.00 (perfect negative
correlation).
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Factor Analysis Results

Thw analysis yielded four dimnsuions of fire direction specialist tasks- Frequent
MOS 13E10 Tab, Ugent Canmlt Tab, &pdtet Tnb, and InJsta Taks.
Table 3.2 provides the eienvamue and peruentage of the total variance

accounted for by each factor. The loadings for the meures that net the

defining criteria on each dimension re provided in Table 3.3

Our interpretations of each of the four MO 13E10 task dimensions are based on

each factors defining meumres and the tasks ranked 'hi*h" and "low" n each
dimension. Tables 3.4-3.7 summarize the tak rankinp, using the 15 highest and

lowest ranking tasks on each dimension for illustration. The complete rankings
of all 201 tasks on each dimension are given in Appendix Tables A.1-A.4.

Table 32

General Dinmmsions o MOS 1330 Tasks

.percentage of Total
Factor Name Eigenwlue Variance Accounted for

1 Frequent MOS 1310 tasks 3.35 249
2 Urgent combat tasks 1.92 21.
3 Equipment tks 1.27 17.1
4 Intactive tasks 1.12 129

NOTE Total amount of variance acmunied fot s 76.5.

Table 3.3

Rmsl of Factor Analysis

Frequent Urgent
MOS 13E10 Combat Equipment Interactive

Measure Tasks Tasks Tasks Tasks

Percentage of MOS 13E10 soldiers doing 0.9
task

Number of bmes per year done 0.S 0.61
Training emphasis 0.89
Locatiosn field 0.68
Prerequisite o.5 -0.52
Immediacy 0.75
Transferability -0.79
Equipment 0.85
Interactivity 0.65
Reasoning 0.86

NOTE Only the defining mesum that oaded high (above + 0.5 or low (blow -0.) on e h
of the four solution factos ae shown.



Frequet MOS 13E10 Tasks (Factor 1)

Factor 1 (accounting for ZL9 paeut of the comtbined varianice) is defihed by
three measures dhown in Table 3.&- (1) perceage of cannonn fire direction
speialsts who report doing a task, (2) training emphauis, MWd (3) nuinbur of
times per year the task is done.

We interpre this factor as indicating FTrIWmt MOS 13010 tAuks, because the
defining measures show a high proportin of cannon fire direction specialists
report performing these tasks and performing them freuenly. The tasks also
are rated as having a hugh trainIn emphasis by the supervisors of MOS 131310
soldiers. This facto nr thus appears to point to t 'key duties" in MOB 131310 in
need of training.

To illustrate, Table 3.4 lists the 15 highest and lowvest tasks based on the factor
scores on this dimension. The tasks in the highest factor score, include, for
example, determining the grid coordinates of a point on a military imp and
processing fire unit data and weapon location using SUS In contast the
bottom-ranked tasks include processing an aerial. observer mission. and
conducting a fire mission into a secondary zone.

Urgent Combat Tasks (Factor 2)

Factor 2 (accounting for 21.6 percent of the combined variance) is defined by four
measures: (1) transferbIlity, (2) Immediacy, (3) location, (field), and (4)
prerequisite (ability). Note that the first defining measure has a negative loadig
on Factor 2. This indicates tasks that ame not frutrashu to similar civilia tasks
(i.e., are military in nature). We characterize this general dimnsion as
representing wgent combat fasbk This dimension identifies military tasks that
must be performed iinmediately in the field and that are precursors for other
tasks. The defining measures denote an essential characteristic of urgency for the
MOB 13EI0 soldier. These tasks may require resident training.

Table 3.5 provides a listing of the 15 highest and lowest ranking tasks on this
dimension. The highest ranking tasks include tasks eusenfal to the fire mission;
e.g., construct an emergency fire chart, plot targets, and determine and annonunce
chart data. At the bottom of the ranking are a number of tasks involving
maintenance of communicatioins equipment.
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Table 3.4

Tasks with lilhest sad lowest Ranking on Factr 1 Firequa MOS L10 Tasks

Rank Title Factor Score

Highest ranking tasks

1 Send radio messag 1.819
2 Determine th grid coordinates of a point on a military map 1.525

usn dhe military gri
3 Install and operate Wephone set TA-312/PT 1.499
4 Proem fire unit data and weapon location using the backup 1.462

computer system (BUCS)
5 Proces ammunition data using te backup computer system 1374

(BUCS)
6 Identify terrain features on a map 1.364
7 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 1.341
8 Proems an aram A mission using the backup computer system 1.329

(DUCS)
9 Process observer data using the backup computer ystem 1.321

10 Operate AN/VRC-46 radio set (AN/VRC-12 series) 1.317
11 Prepare/operate tactical FM radio set 1293
12 Initializ the backup computer system (BUCS) and verify files 1219
13 Enter map modification data into the backup computer system 1.207

(DUCS)
14 Process target/known point data using the backup computer 1.197

system (BUCS)
15 Process computer MET information using BUCS 1.195

Lowest raning tasks
187 Determine and announce fire commands for prearranged fires -1.196
188 Compute firing data manually for todc chemical projectile -1.458
189 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell ICM -1.490

(M444 and M449 series)
190 Determine firing data for shell rap using the GFr -1.523
191 Determine location/altitude of HB/MP1 by computing polar -1.542

plot data
192 Determine the HB/MPI location by graphic intersection -1.547
193 Process an aerial observer mission (ranging rounds) -1.551
194 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing grid- -1.554

coordinated altitude
195 Determine and announce fire commands for a RAAM/ADAM -1.570

mission
1% Determine firing data for shell copperhead -1.578
197 Determine and announce fire commands for a copperhead -1.584

mission
198 Determine a GFr setting and GFr deflection correction from an -1.637

HB/MPI radar registration
199 Determine GFT settings for 6400 mils (eight-directional MET
200 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone-to-zone -1.776

transonmation)
201 Deter-n firing data for shell RAAM/ADAM using the GFr -1.820
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Table &.5

Tasks with Highest and Lowest Ranking an Factor 2: Ut Combat Tasks

Rank Tidle Factor Sce

ighst ranking lasks

I Construct an emergency firing chart 1.337
2 Pkot targets and determine and annunce~ chart data (manual) 1.185
3 Process an are fire mission using the battery conmue sysm 1.179

(BCS)
4 PrSs hasty fire mission (hip shoot) 1.130
5 Compute and announcoe site, angle of site, and vertical angles 1JOV
6 Compute firing data for fire-ftr-ffect (FFE mission. 0.978
7 Receive/record data for HB/MPI registration from observation 0.947

posts M/0t2
8 Detemine data to orient observers for an HD/MPI (or radar 0.947

HB/MPI registration
9 Compute Biring data for battalion mas radar adjust mission 0.935
10 Process an immediate suppression mission 0.929
11 Process an area fire miussion using the backup computer systemr 0.832

(BUCS)
12 Receive corrections from forward observer during fire mission 0.813
13 Locate target by grid coordinates 0.802
14 Construct firing chart based on map spot 0.795
15 Prepare a surveyed firing chart 0.795

Lowest ranking tasks

187 Position vehicle-mounted/skid-mounted genkerator -1AW5
188 Off load/load generator from/onto carrier -1.675
189 Perform operator's PMCS on SB-22 pt switchboards -1.693
190 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS) on -1.693

gasoline engine driven generator set
191 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) -1.693
192 Perform operator's PMCS/routine checks on telephone set TA- -1.717

312/pt
193 Perform operator's preventive mainteniance checks and services -1.717

on antenna RC-292
194 Perform vehicle preventative maintenuae checks and services -1.717

(PMCS)
195 Perform operators PMCS on AN/VRC-12 msees radi') -1.845
196 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-160/AN/VRC- -1.84

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
197 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-46 radio set -1.845
198 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 or AN/ -1.845

PRC-25 (RC)
199 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-48 radio set -1M84
200 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set -1.845
201 Perform operator's PMCS on AN, IC-1 -1.869
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Equipment Tasks (Factor 3)

Factor 3 (accounting for 17.1 percent of the combined variance) has thr defining
measures: (1) requires equipment, (2) number of times per year the task is done,
and (3) prerequisite to others. Note that the third defining measure loads
negatively on this factor This meams that the dimension i identifying tasks that
generally are not building blocks for others. Altogether, s generml dimension
seems to point to routine equiMnent tas/. Compared with other tasks, these may
be more suitable for nonresident training or use of TADSS when this may be

applicable.

Table 3.6 shows that tasks ranking highest on this dimension cover installation,
operation, and maintenance of vehicles, communication, and fire direction
center computer equipment In contrast, the tasks at the bottom of this
dimension include complex cognitive gunnery computation tasks- These may be
especially suitable for interactive technologies such as computer-based training.

Interactive Tasks (Factor 4)

Factor 4 (accounting for 12.9 percent of the combined variance) is defined by two
measures: (1) reasoning and (2) interactivity. This general dimension appears to
identify interactive tasks. Tasks reuring reasoning are cognitive by their very
nature, whereas interactive tasks require the soldier to cognitively monitor the
behavior of others. The teaching of such tasks might require group interaction.

Table 3.7 illustrates the tasks identified by this dimension. The highest ranking
tasks include, for example, processing simultaneous fire missions and installing
antennas. In contrast, tasks that rank lowest on this dimension may be
performed by an individual (e.g., perform operator's preventive maintenance
checks and services).

Developing Alternative POIs for MOS 13E10 AIT

Each of the four dimensions helps determine the training requirements of MOS
13E10 soldiers. Factor 1 identifies the core tasks performed most frequently by
cannon fire direction specialists. These tasks have a high training emphasis.
Factor 1 provides the initial identification of tasks to be considered for training.
It gives little insight, however, into alternative mechanisms for organizing and
delivering training, such as which tasks are necessary for resident and
nonresident training. However, since Factor 2 measures "urgent combat skills,"
this job dimension may indicate the tasks with highest priority for resident
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Tabe3.6

Taslks with Highest amd Lowest Rankng a actor & Equipment Tas

Rank Title Factor Score

Hm -n tasks
1 Pefom vehicle preventive maintenance ducks and servx 1.358

(I MCS)
2 Perform preventive maidenance checks and services (PMCS) on 1.284

gane er- driven generator set
3 Off load/load genrator frmn/onto carrier 1247
4 Instail antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 1.233
5 Shutdown the battery computer systm (DZS) 1.233
6 Position vehicle-mounted/skid-mouted generator 1211
7 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC.46 radio set 1.145
8 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and services 1.131

on antenna group OE-254
9 Perform operator's PMCS/routine checks on telephone set 1.113

TA-312/PT
10 Install a generator set 1.087
11 Install RC-292 antenna 1.086
12 Install radio set control group AN/GRA-39 1.32
13 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) 1.029
14 Assist in destruction of communications security 1.026

equipment/material to prevent enemy use
15 Tranmit shot to forward observer during fire mission 1.005

Lowest ranking tasks

187 Determine and announce fire commands for prearranged fims -1.196
188 Compute firing data manually for smoke projectile -1216
189 Compute and announce site, angle of site, and vertical angles -1236
190 Compute firing data manually for white phosphorus (wp) -1244

proctile
191 Determine position corrections by solution of a concurrent MET -1.255

message
192 Determine and announce firing data for an HB/MPI radar -1270

registration
193 Plot targets, determine, and announce chart data (manual) -1287
194 Plot the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MP) location by grid -1.306

coordinates
195 Construct firing chart based on map spot -1319
196 Update a GFr setting and GFT deflection correction by solution -1.341

of a subsequent MET message
197 Determine the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MI') location by plotting -1348

polar coordinates
198 Determine data to orient observers for an HB/MPI (or radar -1.383

HB/MP) registration
199 Determine a GFr setting and GFr deflection correction from an -1.403

HB/MPI radar registration
200 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing polar -1.452

plot data
201 Constuct an Emergency Firing Chart -1.481
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Table 3.7

Tasks with Highest and Lowest Ranking on Factor 4I Interactive Tasks

Rank Title Factor Score

Highest ranking tasks

1 Process simultaneous fire missions 3.710
2 Off load/load generator from/onto carrier 2.693
3 Assist in destruction of communcations security 2384

equipment/material to prevent ey se
4 Install RC-292 antenna 2.384
5 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 2384
6 Convert a computerized fire mission in progress to manual 2.338

back rcedus
7 Transfer a Gl' setting to nonregistering batteries 2.029
8 Process hasty fue misson (hip shoot) 2.029
9 Position vehicle-mounted/skid-mounted generator 2.029
10 Tr..wfer a GFT setting and deflection correction from an offset 1.983

registration
11 Hand off a mission 1.721
12 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone-to-zone 1.366

transformation)
13 Prepare and transmit messages to observer (manual) 1366
14 Process an immediate suppression mission 1.366
15 Maintain ammunition status reports/records 1.320

Lowest ranking tasks

187 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-12 series radio -0.716
188 Poform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-160/AN/VRC- -0.716

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
189 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VIC-1 intercommunication -0.716

equipment
190 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-46 radio set -0.716
191 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 or -0.716

AN/ PRC-25 (RC)
192 Perform operators preventive maintenance checks and services -0.716

on antenna RC-292
193 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and services -0.716

on antenna group OE-254
194 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set control group -0.716

AN/GRA-39
195 Perform operator's PMCS on SB-22 pt switchboards -0.716
196 Perform operator's PMCS on ANIVRC-48 radio set -0.716
197 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set -0.716
198 Connect/disconnect generator to/from operating equipment -0.716
199 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS) on -0.716

gasoline engine driven generator set
200 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) -0.716
201 Adjust generator output/voltage/frequency -0.716

training. Factor 3, in contrast, may identify candidates for nonresident training

because these tasks are frequently performed "equipment skills," whereas
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Factor 4 identifies candidates for interactive training. Moreover, both of these
dimensions call attention to possible training technologies (e.g., training devices

for equipment skills and interactive technologies for hard-to-train cognitive tasks).

Based n such logic, we developed a number of decision rules for using task
rankings to suggest possible changes in the organization and delivery of MOS
13E0 AT. On the basis of factor score rankings, we sought to: (a) identify tasks
to be trained and those to be eliminated; (b) determine where and when tasks
might be trained; and (c) indicate how different groups of tasks might be trained
with alternative training technologies. The development of these rules was
guided by the additional goals to suggest changes in training organization and
delivery while remaining true to the principal course training objectives of
preparing new MOS 13E recruits to serve as SLI cannon fire direction specialists.

Identifying Training Content

Tasks that rank highest on the dimensions characterizing MOS 13E10 tasks are
potential candidates for training. According to our analysis, these would include
the tasks performed most frequently by MOS 13E10 soldiers (Factor 1), and the
urgent combat tasks (Factor 2).5 Tasks that are less important for SL training are

those with "low" rankings on these two dimensions (e.g., conduct a fire mission
in a secondary zone).6 These possible criteria for identifying potential tasks for
MOS 1310 AT are shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8

Decision Rules for Identifying Tasks for MOS 13E0 AlT

Dimensions
Training Content 11 42 F3 F4

Include high
Include high
Eliminate low low

NOTE. Job Dimensions:
F1 = Frequent MOS 13E0 tasks
F2 = Urgent combat tasks
F3 = Equipment tmks
4 = Interactive tasks.

5 A general rule for identifying the high-scoring tasks on a dimension could be to set a cutoff that
requires the task's factor score to be within the top (bottom) third of the distribution of scores on the
dimension.

60n Factors 3 and 4, however, tasks at both extremes of the distribution appear suitable for
training, as these factors distinguish equipment versub cognitive tasks and interactive versus
individual tasks, respectively.
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Determining the Location and Timing of Training

Next we seek to determine location and timing of training, i.e., whether tasks
should be taught in-residence or in field units, post-AlT. The selection of tasks
for resident training was guided by the key course objectives to train soldiers on
critical skill-level one 13E MOS-specific skills and the dimensions of the MOS
13E10 soldier's job identified in our analysis. We gave most important
consideration to the schoolhouse mandate to ensure that the graduated soldier is
ready to contribute effectively in his specialty, especially in the performance of
combat-urgent tasks.

Our analyses suggest a "minimum essential" set of tasks for resident instruction
would consist of tasks that are performed frequently or are combat urgent for
MOS 13E10 soldiers. Remainmg tasks could be considered for post-AT
nonresident training or a subsequent course. These could include equipment
(e.g., involving PMCS of some communications gear) or interactive tasks (e.g.,
antenna installation). Table 3.9 provides some possible decision rules to aid
decisions about "where and when" to train.

Identiffing Alternative Media

Training developers begin with hypotheses that certain methods of instruction
are preferable to others for training certain tasks. Although these decisions may
seem straightforward, they are not. For example, there is a common practice of
selecting training methods based upon "proven" approaches. Such an approach,
however, may overlook.some potentially more cost-effective methods.
Moreover, although the training developer may wish to consider a variety of
instructional methods and technologies, no hard rules exist for assigning tasks to

Table 3.9
Decision Rules for Suggesting Tasks for Resident and Nonresident Training

Dimensions
Training Location Fl F2 F3 F4

Resident high high
Nonresident low high
Nonresident low high
Nonresident high low

NOTE Job Dimensionm
F1 = Frequent MOS 13ELO tasks
F2 - Urgent combat tasks
F3 - Equpmt tasks

F4 = Interactive tasks.
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specific methods, media, and technologies, nor are these routinely tested for
efficiency and effectiveness. Our job and cost analyses can provide some
insights.

The statistical analysis has identified general dimensions of the cannon fire

direction specialist's tasks relevant to ttming. The current POI shows the

current method of training. Alternative approaches and technologies employing

similar instructional principles can be linked to tasks and subsequently screened

according to costs. Table 3.10 provides some initial criteria.

These criteria suggest that tasks emphasizing cognitive skills might be trained

using such tools as computer-based training (CBT), interactive videodisc (IVD),
or simulators. Such methods could substitute for existing approaches for

conducting resident training. The specific choice would be made considering the

costs and effectiveness of the alternative training technologies. Further,

equipment-related tasks currently trained using "hands-on" instruction might, in

selected instances, be trained more cost-effectively using training devices.

Implications of Analysis for the MOS 13E10 AIT POI

The final step of our job analysis develops alternative POls that incorporate

alternative approaches to training. Our goal was to suggest ways to conduct

MOS 13E10 AIT more efficiently by better aligning the course with job

requirements and expanding the use of training technologies. To accomplish

this, we examined the current POI in light of our analysis. We reviewed the tasks

contained in the POI with respect to training priorities established in our

analysis. Tasks in the current POI that did not fit the criteria for inclusion for

resident training were considered for elimination from training or for

nonresident training in units. We also carefully considered other tasks (including

Table 3.10

Decision Rules for Suggesting Alternative Training Strategies

Dimensions

Methods of Training Fl F2 F3 F4

CBT, IVD, simulatos low
Training devices high

NOTE. Job Dimensions:
F1 Frequent MOS 13E0 tasks
12 - Urgent combat tasks
P3 = Equipment tasks
4 = Interactive tasks.
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skill-level two tasks) not currently trained in-residence if our analysis indicated
they fulfilled criteria for inclusion for the resident course.

After reviewing course content, we turned our attention to training methods.
Given the emphasis on cognitive and equipment-onented tasks, we sought to
recommend a "maximum reasonable" substitution of training technology for
current methods of instruction. The substitutions recognize the need for at least
some "hands on" traiing and field tanng exercises.

This approach for suggesting alternative POIs was accomplished in three steps:

1. Based on the current POI, define "minimum essential" tasks for resident
training and tasks for elimination or distribution to units

2. "Add-in" other essential tasks for resident training that are not in the current
POI

3. Define options for expanding the use of training technologies in the POI
created in the previous step.

The 13 March 89 MOS 13E10 AT POI used as the "baseline" and the alternative
POIs we developed are shown in Appendix Tables B.1-B.5. For each POI, we
show the training events, class hour designations, and total hours of instruction.

Potentialfor Changes in Content and Length of Resident Training

Current POI. Our initial finding is that 80 percent of the instructional hours in
the current resident POI qddress core job requirements of first-term cannon fire
direction specialists. We reach this judgment by isolating tasks suggested by our
analysis as frequently performed or combat urgent for skill-level one soldiers.
Our analysis indicates that such tasks have high training emphasis and must be
performed immediately on assignment to a unit. Currently, such tasks
encompass 200 of 250 instructional hours, including such training events as

• Map reading

* Communications training events

* Firing charts, basic firing data, and operations of the FDC

• Precision registrations and special missions

* Backup Computer System training.
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Because proficiency in such tasks is required to ensure the combat readiness and
effectiveness of artillery units, such tasks should be included for resident traiing
for cannon fire direction specialists.

For example, a core set of communication events was retained in-residence
(with some modification) to provide MOS 13E10 soldiers with a set of generic
skills essential for communication skill readiness to

* Operate in a radiotelephone net and encode and decode messages

* Authenticate, encrypt, and decrypt coordinates

" List the preventive and remedial electronic counter-countermeasures

* Submit an MIJI report

" Prepare, operate, and maintain FM radios (medium power AN/VRC-12
series radios)

* Construct and install antennas (antenna group OE-254)

" Prepare and operate radio control group AN/GRA-39 equipment

* Prepare and operate communication security equipment

Tasks for Tramining in Units. Our analysis suggested tasks for which individual

training could occur in unit settings. Such tasks include the following
chaacteristics:

* Occur frequently either in field or garrison

" Are not combat urgent

" Are equipment-related or involve repetitive procedures.

These criteria are similar to the "easy umerus hard" and "tasks mrsus high-value
skills" dimensions that have been suggested for choosing between AIT and OJT
(Wild and Orvis, 1993).

For cannon fire direction specialists, such tasks generally involve installation and
maintenance (and some operation) of communications equipment, generators,
and vehicles. In addition, they include some interactive tasks (e.g., off load/load

generator from/onto carrier, install RC-292 antenna, operate intercommunication
set AN/VIC-1). Such frequently performed procedural tasks, specific to
equipment assigned to units, may best be trained among intact crews in units.

Based on such reasoning, we identified 18 hours of resident instruction (7 percent
of current POI hours) that could be conducted in units:
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* 16 hours of mmunications trainig

• 2 hours nteomlogical messages, training using 3..(3.

The cmmunications training distributed to u incudes training on some
interactive tasks and traini on some types of radios md antnas not included
in the resident, generic-skill tranbing fJo this equipsamL

lMiminated Tasks. Our analysis further sugested that over 10 percent of course
material could be consdered for simpl elimination from the currnt OL This

could include

S25 hours skill-level two mtorological messages training

* 6 hours of land navigato

1 1 hour extra orientation.

Our analysis suggested that current message training may not be
required. Thee tasks tend to be performed infrequently by SLI sokliers and
were given low training emphasis by these solde supervisor The nd
navigation tasks, according to the task analysis results, do not seem as central to
job requirements as, say, fire chart construction or manual gunnery
computations. An hour of initial gunery orientation was also eliminated, based
on the advice of SMffs.

In sum, our initial examination of the MOS 13E10 AlT POl identified 18 class
hours for training in units, 32 class hours for elimination from the current POI,
and a trimmer MOS 13E10 AIT POI comprising 200 class hours of resident
instruction. The specific alternative POI is found in Appendix Table 3.2.

Tasks Added to Resident Tratning. Our analysis also identified tasks not
currently in the POI that fit the "minimum essential" criteria for inclusion for
resident trainin& Such tasks are combat urgent or frequently performed by MOS
13E10 soldiers; they are often prerequisite to other tasks. Most of these were
Battery Computer System tasks, currently designated as SL2, which are included
in a separate MOS 13E10 "fast-track" course. The statistical analysis, however,

showed that tiese tasks are in fact performed frequently by SLI soldiers, receive
high training emphasis from supervism, and appear otherwise similar to other
MOS 13E10 tasks in the fire direction center.

Thus as part of our development of alternative POIs, we identified 29 new class
hours of 5CS (or Lightweight Computer Unit-LCU) instruction from the fast-
track" course for resident training. The 29 new class hours produce an "Add-In
P01" with a total of 229 class hours. Even with these additional tasks, however,
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we reduce the 13 Match 89 POI by 21 hours (or86 pmicst.1d Thsecond
alternaive POI is provided in Appendix Table 33

Potential for Expanded UMe Of TrddiNig Technologies

We next turned our attention to potential applications of tra isin Ie Wnolgies, in
the MOS 133110 P01. For the purpose of this can study, we sed the "Add-n
P01" and developed a thid alternative, varying the technologies sed to conduct
the taln&

CompuueSwed Training. By the application of the prisiciples discussed earlier,
we selected CK I as an alterrnttve method for conducting a portion of existing
practical exercises. We chose CBTr because evidence from research in cognitive
science and education psychology supports its use for such hazd-to-tran,
cognitive tasks as those required of cannon fire direction specialists. Moreover,
evidence suggests that CUr can improve instructional efficenc and reduce
training time by one-third. The evience is drawn from older empirical studies
of computer-aided inistruction (CAI)7 and more , reent studies examining
intelligent-tutoring and interactive-videodisc systemis.6

The task ientified as candidates for CBT were the frequenty performed or
comtbat-urgent tasks in the P01 with a cognitive component (iLe., low on
Factor 3). In principle, this could include all training of gury COmpAtin
and BCS/LCU tasks, and CEOI cowmamications taks. In practice, however,
CBT would substitute for practical exercses while leaving initial platform
instructions and preexam drills intact.

We estimate that CBT could be used for 70 hours (almost half of 157 practical
exercise hours and nearly a third of all instructional hours). The training affected
would include the following.

* Construction of firing charts

" Determination of chart data

* Basic firing data

* eemnto of site, angle of site

7For exnpke, Se the reviwsby Fledier (1990) and park Perez, ad Se" (1967 and& a rm~
overview of CAI and the emerig new tedtnoioi for use in educabo by Lewis (19W2).

$For exunpie. Fladw, Lmnke, Mastagilo, and Moudt (19W0) dmafte Aiapioks With the
cm utor m as a "critic or oeWd; Niewmran (1991) umploy ark'P apri I eht motel" to

TMdmgTowne and Mumr (1991) employ owumuatlwtebd kiuton' to train tedulca skils.
Wbildermad Pouch (1990) report: the effectivenus of inteacive videodisc in Army cmulaln



" Operadm of the FDC (seleced fiu miesic.)

* Peciso rgsrain

" Special missiom

" Introduction to the DC/LOCU

" Datbme construction

" Mislosin processing and rgsaions

* CuoI cmmuilcations.

nia]ly, we assume this substitution could be Wccupilse on, a one-for-one
basis where 1 CIT hour = I PE hour. Thus, the alternative "CDfT P01 of 229 POI
hours is equal in length to the "Add-In POV" The detailed lst of events and
hours and methods of instructio in this alternative "ClT P0 is fon in

Appendix Table B.4.

Grien improvements nm training efficcy suggested n the literature, we wil
also consider an addiimal CDT POI that reduces the length of the course from
229 to 205.7 hours based on the aumption tha CBT can train ane-hrd faster.
This additional alternative POI is shown in Appendix Table B.S.

Condusions

The job analysis demonstrates the potential for reducing the length of resident
training and expaning the use of training tecmology (specifically, CDT). Up to
20 percent of the existing POI might not need to be trained in-residence.
However, the potential to reduce the length of this course is limited and likely to
be less than indicated because other tasks not currently trained may need to be
added in (e.g., "SL2" tasks that are perfome by SLI soldiers). But despite the
inclusion of new resident training, the analysis produced a "net savings" of 21
hours in a course shortened from 250 hours to 229 hours. Thus, the maximum
potential for reducing course length in MOS 13E10 AT is approximately 8
percent.

In addition, our analysis demonstrates the potential for CDT to train hard-to-
train, complex cognitive tasks performed by camu fire directio specialists
CDT could be used for nearly half of the practical exercise hours while prervimg
"hands-on" experience. Over all instructional hours, the "maximum reasonable"
use of CBT in MOS 13E10 AlT appears to be approximately 31 percent.
Moreover, C1T might irease training efficiency by reducing trbahng time by as
much as one-third in the practical exercises in which it is used.
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Thus, the results of the job analysis suggest three - 4jor alternative POb for the
MOS 13E10 ArT for further analysis: a "shortened' course that eliminates hours

of instruction without admitting new candidates for resident instrucfio an

"Add-In" course that eliminates tasks while admitting others that meet resident

training criteria, and a POI that incorporates CBT. The next section examines the

cost of these alternatives.



4. Cost of Training Options

In this section, we use the methodology described in Section 2 to analyze and
compare the costs of alternative IdOS 13B10 All programs.

We limit our analysis in two important ways. First, we use a static course
baseline to identify resource and cast changs. We eamine the operation of the
MOS 13E10 Aff course for a single year, FY 93, and measure the differences in
resources and cost-a generated by the three alternatives. The second way we limit
the analysis is by calculating the cost e -ect as though all trainees we mumbers
of the Active Component (UISA). The Reserve Component (WSAR) and thu
National Guard (ARNG) operate umder a number of triinIg contraints,
including limied training time, facilities, and equipment and conflicts with the
trainees' civilian occupatiomu Because these constraints coul negate any cost
savings from small reductions in training time, we did not ssm that ay of thu
alternatives would nucessarily oveate a savings from descreased USAR and ARNG
time on active duty for taning.

Analytic Steps

Our analysis focuses an changes in savings and costs that result from
impemetin alternative training strategies. Thke most important step in thu
analysis is to thoroughly define the current MOS 131310 AlT course and thu
proposed alternatives.

Definiton and Specificatton of the Chngsw in MOS 13EIO AZT

Current Course The "Program of Instruction (P01) for MOS 131310 Cannon Fire
Direction Specialist-" dated 13 March 1989, provided much of the information
necessary for defining the baseline. The P01 designates a minimum class size of
20 students, with 40 students the optimal (and maximum) number. For FY 93,
the Army Program, for Individual Training (ARPRVNT) forecasts a total of 686
students attending the course?1 This student population includes active, reserve,

1The Army Trainin Requumntns and Remurc Sysum (ATRMS) is an auwmfmd Wnfouton
systm tiht -Wkj k traShf ngatt nmia~ fbr it.indots and tranig n
A nwor produc of ATR k RRN~hl~m~e the M adfted htran
104aeUUMM~US, u andV m propinis for teAzmy.
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and National Guard personnel This number of students will require

approximately 17 iterations during FY 93 if each lam contains the maximum 40

students. The course is seven weeks long and students ae taught in-residence at
Fort Sill. Active Army students attend the course as their AIT assignment

immediately following Basic Training (E1) and are on Tempora y Duty (TDY)
status. Reservists and guardsmen are sent to the course by their units, also an
TDY status.

Of the seven-week total, 6.25 weeks (250 hours) are designated as academic or
instructional hours. An additional 30 hours are reserved for administrative time,

including processing the students' and commandant's time and open time.

Another 24 hours of physical fitness trainih g are not included in the totals. The

Gunnery Department manages the MOS 13El0 AlT course and conducts 76.0
percent of the training (based on POI academic hours). The Target Acquisition

Department conducts 5.6 percent of the trainig , and the Communications/
Electronics Department conducts 18.4 percent.

The training departments' choices of instructional methods (e.g., conference,

demonstration, practical exercises) are extremely important because these

methods eventually drive manpower, equipment, and facilities requirements.

Practical exercises are the dominant method used in the MOS 13E10 AIT course

and represent almost 75 percent of all academic hours. These methods of

instruction have predetermined student groupings and instructor manpower

requirements.2 The end result of combining the method of instruction and the

predetermined student groupings is the instructor contact hour (ICH). Course

manpower requirements are determined largely by the ICH computation. There

are a total of 712.7 ICHs for one iteration of the MOS 13E10 AlT course, according

to the 13 March 1989 POL3 Table 4.1 shows the current distribution of ICHs

among the training departments.

Proposed Alternatives to the MOS 13E10 AIT 13 March 89 POL Using the job
analysis results described in Section 3, we developed three alternative POLL the
"Shortened POI," the "Add-In POI," and the "CBT PO." However, there is a
multitude of ways to implement these alternatives, and the selection of
implementation options can have a profound effect on costs. To illustrate the

2TRADOC Regulation No. 351-1, The Training Requirements Analysis System MAS). TRAS
integrates the training development and implementation process with resources (pewsonnel,
construction, training equipment, ammunition, etc.). TRAS prescribes the size of student groups and
the number of instructors per group based on the method of instruction.

3This number is actually the result of an error in the calculation of the ICHs, in whici 11.6 ICHs
of map reading (event AN1OAH) were counted twice. The correct number of ICHs is 701.1.
However, since 712.7 was the offical number of ICHs used in costing this version of th POL we used
this number in all of our calculations involving ICH
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Table 4.1

-eabesa lastruisial Mab and laulmdi Canted
Howr Susismary to, WS 1333 Arr 13 Maonk iM POI

Tars"t
Method of Guinnery Acquisition C mmd as/ Total
Insrution Ilis lCIs Electrauim 1015106H
Conference 25.5 2.4 4.8 32.7
Deinontration U. U. 1.0 1.0
Pratcalsercse 406.5 S0U 149.0 605.5
TV 0.0 U. 0.5 0.5
Exams 55.0 2.0 16.0 73.0
Total 487.0 544 171.3 712.

140Th Thes assn IC w u rn ow s - I'- - To I* dewnr ICMa re-
qure -uk any fim1 yur, ach m@U wA be suAltpbed by Ur numbe of henstiu
held In duat flce! year.

importance of implementatiort options (and of cost asmto),we analyze
each of the three alternatives using two sets of imleentation and cost

assuptins.Table 4.2 summarizes the alternatives and assumptions we
consider in this analysis.

t*e -Shortened P01" alternative eliminate$ 50 academic hours (two weeks) of
the original course POL Among 50 hours dropped from die P01 were 16 hours
of general communications and 27 hours of meerlgclmessages This
change reduces the POI from 250 academic hours to 200, and the IClis from 712.7
to 540.8. Table 4.3 lists the hours reduced in this alternative.

The "Add-In" P0I starts with the "Shortened P01" and adds 29 hours of SLI
BCS/LCU events now taught in the "Fast-Track" option The "Add-In" POI
results in a total of 229 academic hours with an increase (over the "Shortened
POI") of 71 ICHs, for a total of 611.8 ICE&. Table 4.4 summarizes the training
events added to the POL

Table 4.2

MOS 13110 All Course Altratives

High-Cost low-cost
Alternative Assumiptions Assumpytions Total

Shortened POI X X 2
Add-In POI X X 2
curTPOI X X 2
Total 3 3 6
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Table U,.

Efi Reduced in th 4Shand PO Alt" Mratlve

Department Evort Hours Reduced

Gumery Orientation 1.0
Gummy Concurrent M 8.0
Gunnery Subequet MKT 8.
Gunnmy MET Practical Exerche 6.0
Gunnery BUCS MET 2.0
Gumnemy Examinations 3,0
TAD Map Readin& Part I 4.0
TAD Map Reding, Part i 2.0
CED Medium Power Radio SeW 2.0
CED Intm - mmmc'tion Set AN/VIC-1 2.0
CED PMCS on Radio Set AN/VRC-46 2.0
CID Antennas 1.0
CED Eamination and Critilue 1.0
CED Prepare and Operate a SWCGARS 80

NOh TADU. Tat Mnjubi Dqamut, .CoMedtumc

Table 4",

Event Added in the "Add-ln P0r"

Hours
Department Event Added Added

Gunnery Introduction to the Lightweight Computer Unit (LCU) 2.0
Gunnery LCU Database Consuction 10.0
Gunnery LCU Mission Processing and Registrations 12.0
Gunnery LCU Practical Exercises 4.0
Gunnery Exam 1.0

NOT Pour hours of LCU PraFmc E:xecs and am hour of exam ae new, not huluded in
the "Fast-Track PO

The "CBT POI" is the same as the "Add-In POI," except that it converts 70 hours

of PE (practical exercises) to CBT and 11 hours of PE to conference. The number

of academic hours is unchanged at 229, but, because CBT and conference

instruction require fewer instructors than PE, the total ICIs are reduced from

611.8 to 532.8.

Assumptions and Alternative Scenarios. We need to be very clear about our

assumptions and make them explicit to clarify the extent and limits of our
analysis. We have already mentioned two important assumptions in our
description of the alternatives. First, we are assuming that a static analysis will

suffice for screening these alternatives. Second, we are limiting our analysis by
calculating costs as if all trainees are members of the Active Component.
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For this MOS 13E10 example, we organize our analysis using two different sets of

assumptions about implementation options, development costs, and training
efficiency. We will conduct the analysis once using an orginal set of

assumptions involving high costs and then again using new assumptions
involving lower costs.

Original Assumptions. As shown in Table 4.5, in our set of original assumptions

for delivery activities, we make five key assumptions. First, we assume that
converting from PE to CBT will not cause students to learn faster, so there will be
no savings in instructional time. Second, we assume that for eliminated events, if
the soldier needs to acquire that skill, he will learn it in the units through on-the-

job training (OJT). This leads to the assumptions that the units, since they will
not be conducting any additional formal platform training, will have no need for

additional instructors, and that since the soldiers will be practicing m the
equipment already assigned to the unit, there will be no need for additional

equipment.4 And we assume that the changes in training location and methods
will not cause any change in the rates at which students fail training events.

For the training development activity area under the original assumptions, we do

not use TRADOC's estimated time values (ETV). The current ETV assume a

static time period to develop a particular type of product. For example, to

develop a computer-based training product requires 49 developer man-days.

Table 4.5

Original Assumptions

Training Activity Location Assumption

Delivery School No time savings for CBT
Units OJT for eliminated events
Units No additional instructors
Units Existing equipment sufficient
School Will not cause a change in fail rates

Development School Flat rate development
School All CBT/conference/exam development costs

allocated to MOS 13E10 AT
School/Unit LCU software development excluded

Support School No reduction in civilian workload or costs

4 As described in the previous section, units would assume responsibility for approximately 18
hours of communications and MET message training. For the purpose of this analysis, we assume
that this training is feasible and can be accomplished using existing resources. This assumption
appears reasonable, especially since almost half (8 hours) of this training is in SINCGARS, which the
Army plans to teach in the units to all concerned personneL However, to the degree this assumption
is incorrect, and additional manpower, equipment, or facilities are required to accomplish this
training, the potential for reducing course length and cost savings attributable to these changes will
be diminished.
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That one produ,. may be one hour or five hours in duration; yet the man-days
requirement remains the same. For our original assumptions, we dissect
development products into hourly increments and assign a flat dollar rate per
hour for each type of product.5 For example, a one-hour class costs $7,000 to
develop and a two-hour class costs $14,uiO0 to develop. With the original
assumptions, we track each new product by hour rather than simply by product.
We also assume that all costs for CBT, conference, and exam development should
be charged to the MOS 13E10 course. And we assume that since LCU software
will be developed for the purpose of deploying the LCU in the field, the
development costs should not be charged to MOS 13E10.

For the support activity area, we make one important assumption. We assume
that the changes will cause no significant reduction in civilian workload, so the
number and distribution of civilians employed will not change, and there will be
no reduction in civilian costs.

New Assumptions. The new assumptions modify one assumption about cost,
one about efficiency, and one about implementation (see Table 4.6).

With respect to training delivery, we now assume that there will be a 33 percent
time savings with CBT; that is, a lesson that took three hours to learn with PEI
can be learned in two hours with CBT. For the training development activity
area, we now use TRADOC's estimated time values for media development.6 We

now assume that these current time values that estimate the man-hours by
training product are accurate predictors of the manpower required to develop
and sustain the new training products.

In the support activity area, the new assumption is that there will be a reduction
in civilian workload and costs. Some civilian tasks will not be replaced by other

Table 4.6

New Assumptions

Training Activity Location Assumption

Delivery School 33 percent time savings with CBT
Development School TRADOC estimated time values
Support School/Host Reduction in civilian workload and costs

5 To develop these rates, we conducted a simple survey of various training development firms,
and our flat rates represent the median values we collected. See Way-Smith (1993) for details.

6These time values were developed in the 1980s and may not accurately reflect current

development requirements. These standards are currently being revised. However, these values are
what the Army now uses to resource training development, and we use them to serve as a benchmark
for establishing a lower boundary on training development costs.
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tasks; so the civilians performing the eliminated tasks will be tranferred to
excess capacity and removed from Army employment, with a resulting one-time
separation cost and a recurring savings in civilian pay and benefits.

Importance of These Assumptions. The training resource analysis method
examines the effects of training changes in the context of the entire Army and not

just TRADOC and its schools. Removing training events from the POI results in
immediate cost savings for the schools. Events that need not be trained in the

unit (e.g., SL2 MET messages) represent a pure savings with no offsetting costs to

the unit However, units will have to do some communications training

currently done in the school If, as we assume, the training can best be done by
OJT, there will be no need for additional dollar outlays. In this case the unit can
expect a result consisting of some mix of three outcomes- The unit may be able to

integrate the new lessons into its current OJT (particularly in the case of

SINCGARS training); the unit may have some degree of resource "slack" (Le.,
trainers' and trainees' time is not a binding constraint) that it can apply to the
new lessons; or the soldier may end up being less trained than he is currently.

The two sets of estimates for development costs result in large differences in the

costing of the alternatives. Development is an important cost driver, and
changes in development affect both costs and savings. This is because there are

two types of development costs to be considered. Imta/ costs are the one-time
expenses of developing a new training event. Once the training event is in place,

it incurs a sustaining development cost, which is an ongoing expense for

maintenance on the event. The annual ongoing development costs to keep all
events up to date amount to about half of the initial cost to develop the event.
Thus, removing an event from the POI reduces the sustaining development costs;

changing an event or adding one to the POI results in both initial and sustaining
development costs. The higher development costs really are, the greater will be
the initial and sustaining development costs for new products, but these will be

offset by the greater value of the savings from eliminated events.

For both development and civilian support, the degree to which savings

estimates will be realized depends upon implementation decisions, which in turn
will depend largely upon conditions at USAFAS and Fort Sill. If developers and
civilians have some "slack" in their organizations, then a savings in development
or support may be translated into dollars through a reduction in the number of

developers or civilians. However, if developers' and civilians' time is a binding
constraint, and remains so after the changes, then there is no "slack," and the
Army's best use of the savings would be in development or civilians: That is,

keep the same people but have them do other tasks they do not have time to do

now. For both sets of assumptions, the savings represent not the dollars that will
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be returned to the Army but rather the estimated value of the time that will be
saved by the charin.

Activity Analysis

Next we examine how implementing the alternatives would affect ongoing
traiing activities. We focus principally an the COT POI, compared with the
current course, in the following discussion because this alternative incorporates
the changes included in the other activities. We used the same procedures to
analyze the cost effects of the other alternatives, Le., the "Shortened" POI and
"Add-In" POL

The activity analysis identifies the principal delivery, development, and support
activities that produce the current MOS 13E10 AT course, and it examines how
these activities would change and which organizations would be affected as a
result of implementing the proposed alternatives. The activity analysis requires a
comprehensive understanding of the overall functions and organizations of the
school and how they affect a particular course. This is critical because if activities
are omitted, they will not be included in the resource or cost analysis phases of
the method. In short, the activity analysis is an organizationa analysis for the
affected course. The activity analysis uses balance sheets to determine which
activities change, how they change, for whom they change, and when they

change.

Once we have completed the balance sheets for each major activity area, we
summarize these balance sheets, and we make initial estimates as to whether
these activity changes are one-time or recurring types of changes. Table 4.7 lists

activity and workload changes for the CBT POI with the original assumptions.
Table 4.8 summarizes the activity and workload changes for the CBT POI with

the new assumptions. Both tables show specific activity and workload changes
in the stubs of the table. The most significant activity changes are indicated in

the columns. Note also that Table 4.7 shows product development in hours, to
which flat-rate per-hour development costs are applied, while in Table 4.8

development is shown in products, which are then costed using TRADOC's

estimated time values.

As can be seen in the tables, significant changes in activities and workload in
training delivery, development, and support occur under both sets of

assumptions. In either case, one-time changes occur in training development, as

new products are developed to support CBT for resident and printed materials
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Table 4.7

Activity and Workload Cham es for CST P01 Under O&Wioal Asswuptie

Type of Activity

One-Time
Activity/Workload Changes Trarwition Recurring

DELIVERY
Installation course length (-21 hours) X
Student load reductions (-7.2 man-years) X
School annual ICH change (-3M53 ICIs) x
Gunnery (-926.1)
TAD (-795.8)
CED (-1363.4)

DEVELOPMENT
New product development (+93.6 hours) X
Computer-based hours (+70) X
Printed hours (+23.6) X

Development sustainment
Conference hours (+11.6) x
Computer-based hours (+70) X

Practical ercises hours (-99.6) X
Exam hours (-3) x

Table 4.8

Activity and Workload Changes for CBT P01 Under New Assumptions

Type of Activity

One-Time
Activity/Workload Changes Transition Recurring
DELVERY
Installation course length (-443 hours) X
Student load reductions (-15.1 man-years) X
School annual ICH change (-3884.5 ICI'.s) X

Gunnery (-1646.4)
TAD (-795.8)
CED (-1442.3)

DEVELOPMENT
New product development (33 products)
Computer-based products (+15) X
Printed products (+18) X
Development sustainment

Conference products (-1) x
Computer-based products (+15) X
Practical exercises (-26) x
Exam products (-1) X
SUPPORT
USAFAS X X
Fort Sill x x
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for nonresident instructiorL One-time changes in traiing delivery are also
required as course length is reduced.

Recurring changes in activities are also called for under each set of assumptions
profiled above in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The most important differences derive from
the assumptions regarding savings in training time attributable to CBT and the

amount of support required for CBT courseware.

Resource Analysis

The summaries of activity changes serve as the foundation for identifying the
associated resource changes. The resource analysis step of the method produces
the specific manpower, equipment, and facilities changes that result from

implementing the alternative. To identify these changes, we proceed w we did
with the activity analys-usmg the balance sheet to record the specific changes
and then summarizing these changes.

Table 4.9 lists the types of changes generated in implementing the CBT POI,
using the original assumptions. Most of the entries under "Basis for Estamate of
Cost or Savings" are the same numbers noted under "Activity Workload
Changes" on the balance sheets. These entries form the bass of the calculation in

net changes in cost. The right-hand columns of the table indicate whether the
cost or savings from the changes will occur only during the transition phase
(nonrecurring) or will occur annually (recurring).

Table 4.10 is the catalogue of cost-causing changes for the new assumptions.
Changes in civilian support manpower are now included as a direct result of the

Table 4.9

CBT POI Catalogue of Cost-Cauing Changes: Original Assumptions

Basis for Estimate of Type of Cost

Type of Change Cost or Savings Nonrecurring Recurring

ACTIVITIES
School delivery -308.3 ICHs X

(-7.2 load)
New product development +93.6 hours X
Development sustainment -21 hours X

NOTE Civilian support manpower is not costed because of the original assumption that the
reduction in course length would not relieve support workload. Military manpower is not
included because changes to the POI will have no effect on total Army military npower cos
unless they are translated into a change in end-strength See Way-Smith (1993) for further
discussion of this isste.
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Table 410

CT P01 Cataoge of Cast-Cmusing Champ. New Assumpts

Basis for stimateof Type of Cost

Type of Change Cost or Savings Nonrecurring Recurring
ACIVITIES

Sdol delive y -388.5 liHs X
(-15.1 load)

New product development +33 products X
Development sustainment -13 products X
School training support -3M4.51 0 (-15.1 X X

load)
Host training support -15.1 student load X X
MANPOWER
Civilians X X
New training products +33 products X X
Sustainment of products -46 products X X

change. As in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, the original assumptions show product

development in hours, while the new assumptions show development with
products as the unit of measure.

Cost Results

Table 4.11 presents the cost results of the CBT POI, using the original

assumptions. Savings are shown in parentheses. The nonrecurring costs for this
option are the costs of new training product development, which we estimate at

approximately $1,018,000. The savings are also development-related, resulting
from a reduction in the maintenance of existing training products. If the

assumptions about the costs of development are correct, the initial cost of

implementing the change is about seven times the amount of the annual savings.

Table 4.12 lists the cost changes ior the COT POI, using the new assumptions.

The transition (nonrecurring) costs under this set of assumptions are significantly
lower than those under the original assumptions, dropping from approximately

Table 4.11

Results of Original Assumptions of CDT POI Option

Costs

NONRECURRING
New training products $1,018,000
RECURRING (SAVINGS)
Training product maintenance ($148,000)
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Total COSID $3190
RELRRING (SAVINGS)
Civilian pay and allowances ($114,M0)
Trainin product maintnce ($M,000)
Total savin ($167,000)

$1,018,0 to $319,000. This change is due primarily to the lower cort of training
development basd on estimated time vaum If development costs are lower
than previously estimated, then savings from a reduction in development will
also be lower, and estimated savings from development drop fhom
approximately $148,000 to $53,000. Total recurring savings are apumented,
however, by the addition of savings in civilian costs. Altogether, we estimate the
annual recurring savings will be $16700, using these aumptiom

Before we compare the cost results for all of the alternatives, we need to consider
the implicatiom of the options for military manpower. Table 4.13 compares the
military manpower results for two sets of assumtions The figures show the
number of military man-years that could be taken frmm instruction and applied
to other assignments. Although these figures do not represent cost savings
unless they are applied to reductions in end-strength, they do represent increases
in the efficiency with which military manpower is deployed.

Table 4.13

bultay Manp.wer Rmuft Odgin and New Assumptions

TrMzuk to Other Organizations
Amumplio

Type ofmanpower Orina New

hutruclaes 3 5
Studnuta 7 15

Total 10 20
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Savings and Cost Results for All Alternative POls

The final step of our analysis places the costs in context This requires comparin
the alternatives, "sizing the costs and saving," and identifying the trae .

Compariso of the Altnatives

We first compare the costs and savings associated with each of the nujor

alternatives examined in our analyses. Table 4.14 lists the savings and costs for
all alternatives, using the two et of assumptions. All of these figures were
derived through the procedure described for the CIT POI an the preceding

pages.

Figure 4.1 shows the various break-even points for both the original and new

assumptions.

Under either set of assumptions, the "Shortened PO1" can provide an immediate
payback, assuming that the course realistically can be scaled back to this level.

In designing P0s, the traiing developer should align training withjob
requirements while placing the highest resident training priorities on the
tasks central to job performance in the subsequent duty assignment The

"Shortened P01" provides an extreme example of how this can be accomp
to provide immediate and substantial returns (breaking even in about four
months even in the worst cawe). But even in the circumstance when tasks are
"added in" to the P01, cost savings of $84,0 to $117,000 can be achieved within
a year, as a smaller number of "high-priority' tasks replace a larger number of
tasks that may be less suitable for resident training.

Table 4.14

Comparisons of Altenativ Original and New Assumptions

Costs/Savings Shortened POI Add-In P01 CBT POI

Original sumpons
Nonrecurring Costs $0 $296,000 $1,018,000
Recurring (Savings) ($283,00) ($117,000) ($148,00)

New assumptions
Nonrecurring Costs $54,000 $139,00 $319,00
Recurring (Savings) ($187,000) ($84,000) ($167,000)
NOTE: Current dollas rounded to thoumands.
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The cost analysis of the CBT option also supports the value of incorpora g
CRT in the MOS 13E0 AT POI, assuming that the break-even range is
reasonable in terms of obsolescence of equipment or courseware. If the CBT can
be developed and implemented under the original assumptions, then the

investment should break even in seven years. The new assumptions suggest a
shorter break-even period of about two years The difference in estimated
savings is attributable in large part to the estimated cost of courseware
development (flat dollar rates versus ETVs), which overcomes compensating

savings attributable to improvements in training efficiency and lowered support
requirements. We suspect the higher development and support costs are more
accurate and thus the longer break-even period may be more realistic.7

7During the decision to invest Mn CBT, however, other cosideatioM should also be weighed,
such as its exportability, e.&, to maintain skils in uits, and the potential to improve the quality of
training for hard-to-train tasks with high failure rates and subtntial learning decay.
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Sizing the Cot and Saving

The largest savings that can be realized is with the "Shortened PO1": $283,000
(and no cost) if the original assumptions are correct, $187,000 under the new
assumptions. Under both sets of assumptiqons the CIT POI has higher costs and

higher savings than the "Add-In POL" If the original assumptions are correct,

adopting the "Shortened P01" can save about 4 percent of USAFAS" FY 92 OMA
(Operation and Maintenance, Army) budget Fiu 4.2 shows the potential

savinp in relation to the USAFAS OMA budget.

However, not all of this potential savings can be freely transferred to other
budget priorities. A large part of the potftial savings is in development, and
this represents an "opportunity savings": The tfme developers save from the
MOS 13E10 AlT course can be devoted to developing training products for other

courses. The dollar value is just an attempt to estimate the value of that time.

Trade-Offi

There is one important qualitative trade-off that needs to be considered in the

analysis Some of the events being removed from the POI will not be needed in
the soldier's first duty assignment However, others train skills that are needed

by the unit For these events, the soldier will have received some generic skill

traning m the school, but the unit will need to provide the specific traim g . The
unit may be able to iclude this traiing as part of ongoing OJT. That this is not

Savings
4%

USAFAS

96%

Figure 4.2-Savinp in Relatio to USAFAS' FY 92 OMA Budget
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-- uale is evidenced by the Army's plan to teach SINCGARS to users in the
units. But if resources do not exist, the unit will not be able to absorb this

additional training without either sacrificing other activities or acquiring

additional resources. This effect is offet to the degree that the changes in the

POI will improve the soldier's training (e.g., by incorporating urgent combat

BCS/LCU training now done by units).
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5. Conclusions and Implications

To cope with declining resources and budgets, the Azmy is reviewmg its
customary methods of training individual skil with the goal of finding ways to
train moe efficiently. New training concepts and strategies have been proposed
as a means for reducing training costs and mcreasig tramining efficcy, but
further analysis is needed to refine specific concepts to ensure that they reduce
costs and prove fesible in practice. The goal of our research effort is to develop
and apply new tools for linking new traiing concepts with specif individual
trmning programs and for analyzing the effects of training danges on Army
individual training costs. To this end, we have developed an analytic method
that analy:es military occupational specialties, selects training programs for in-
depth study, analyzes job duties, suggests training options, and amses cost and
resource implications of training changes.

This document details the results of applying our training and cost analysis
methods in a specialized skill tramiing course-MOS 13E10 Arr. The analysis
considers changes in trainiing content timing, locatm ioad technologies
consistent with strategies that seek to reduce the length of resident training and
expand the use of training technologies. We draw three general conclusions
f-om our analysis.

Training Programs Can Be Better Aligned with Job
Requirements

Despite continuing pressures to rationalize the content of training courses, there
is still room for improvement. Our analysis shows that MOS 13E10 AIT contains
about 50 hours of material that could be considered for elimination from resident
training. Some of this material covers tasks that our analysis suggests are not
generally peformed by skill-level one soldiers. Some of this material may
further lend itself to training in units, possibly in lieu of other individual training
that belongs more properly in-residence.

Other training programs presumably also contain material that is not as closely
tied to job requirements as other tasks in the program of instructo As part of
the continuing effort to reduce training costs and improve operating efficiency,
training managers should review existing training programs to ensure close
alignment of training programs and job requirements. A formal method for
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anabzing training requirements, such as that described in this report, can
provide objective information for &rmiing the tasks that need training and
which of these need to be trained in-residence.

A broad and objective review of training program, aimed at "scrubbing"
training courses to better align training program with job requirements and
resident training priorities, could free a respectable amount of resources. These
could be used to reduce training costs or to provide necessary training that is not
currently resourced.

The Potential to Reduce Course Length Is Limited but
Savings Are Possible

Through systematic consideration of the job duties of cannon fire direction
specialists, in conjunction with key MOS 13E10 training objectives, we find that
respectable savings can accrue as course length is reduced-from $187,000 to
$283,000 per year almost immediately in the most severe case.I The possibility of
achieving such savings is diminished, however, by potential claims on the
training time that may be made available.

For example, if tasks suggested by our analysis as fulfilling the crteria for
resident training (but not currently trained in-residence) were added to the
curricula, then the net reduction in course length falls from a maximum of 50
hours to a maximum of 21 hours (about 8 percent of the current course). This
reduces the potential savings by over half, to $84, -$117,000 per year within
two or three years. Thus, it is possible here (and may be possible elsewhere) to
effect realignments of course content while lowering training costs if new
material can take the place of other, more resource-intense material with lower
priority for resident training.

CBT Can Save Costs While Improving Training
Efficiency

Our analysis confirmed that MOS 13E10 AIT is a good candidate for expanded
use of CBT. The cour currently does not use CBT. Our analysis showed that
CBT could be used in nearly half of the tasks for which "hands-on" practical
exercises are now used (principally gunnery computation and LCU tasks).
Under both sets of assumptions in our analysis, the introduction of CBT in MOS

ITlhs asasums that no additional costs are incurred as units absob some of ffis training. Actual
savings are likely to be smaller If inceased training burden woes the Army is considered.
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13E10 AlT can provide cost savings. Under one set of assumptions, CBT could

save up to $167,000 per year after two years. Alternatively, even in the worst
case, CBT could provide annual recurring savings of $148,A0 after seven years
and after a three-times-greater initial outlay.

Moreover, CBT can reduce the need for training manpower and improve the

quality and standa.dization of training. The key uncertainty governing the
payback period is the cost of developing and sustaining the CBT courseware.
But given that the operation of the battery echelon FDC and the technical support

of timely, accurate fire missions for maneuver forces will continue to be the

principal battlefield requirement, even a long break-even time should save the
Artillery School and the Army sufficient costs and resources to make the

investment worthwhile.
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Appendix

A. 13E Task Rankings

Table A.1

Factor 1: Frequent 13310 Tasks

Factor
Rank Title Score

1 Send radio message 1.8185
2 Determine the grid coordinates of a point on a 1.5248

military map using the military grid
3 Install and operate telephone set TA-312/PT 1.4990
4 Process fire unit data and weapon location using the 1.4622

backup computer system (BUCS)
5 Process ammunition data using the backup computer 1.3742

system (BUCS)
6 Identify terrain features on a map 1.3640
7 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 1.3406
8 Process an area fire mission using the backup computer 1.3292

system (BUCS)
9 Process observer data using the backup computer system 1.3213

(BUCS)
10 Operate AN/VRC-46 radio set (AN/VRC-12 series) 1.3173
11 Prepare/operate tactical FM radio set 1.2933
12 Initialize the backup computer system (BUCS) and 1.2192

verify files
13 Enter map modification data into the backup computer 1.2068

system (BUCS)
14 Process target/known point data using the backup 1.1968

computer system (BUCS)
15 Process computer met information using BUCS 1.1953
16 Convert computer met information using BUCS 1.1886
17 Shutdown the battery computer system (BCS) 1.1838
18 Locate target by grid coordinates 1.1565
19 Identify topographical symbols on a military map 1.1435
20 Determine the elevation of a point on the ground using 1.1396

a map
21 Process ballistic met informacion using BUCS 1.1332
22 Connect/disconnect generator to/from operating 1.0965

equipment
23 Record a data base 1.0731
24 Initialize the battery computer system (BCS) and 1.0658

construct and record a data base
25 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) 1.0576
26 Process battery computer system (BCS) piece 0.9946

information using the BCS; PIECES message



Factor
Rank Title Score

27 Process fire unit information using the APU; update 0.9931
message of the battery computer system (BCS)

28 Process muzzle velocity data and store muzzle velocity 0.9884
variations (MVVS) in the BUCS

29 Load and update a previously recorded data base using 0.9692
the battery computer system (BCS)

30 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services 0.9449
(PMCS) on gasoline engine driven generator set

31 Maintain fire direction records 0.9272
32 Establish and close an FM radiotelephone net 0.9210
33 Process map modification information using the SPRT; 0.9168

map message of the BCS
34 Update registration corrections for BUCS using BCS 0.9102

data
35 Process a precision registration using the backup 0.9086

computer system (BUCS)
36 Prepare a surveyed firing chart 0.8614
37 Process fire unit amnunition information using the 0.8564

AFU; BAMOUP message of the BCS
38 Process plain text infozmation using the SYS; PTM 0.8431

message of the battery computer system
39 Install radio set control group AN/GRA-39 0.8395
40 Operate an FM radio set using AN/GRA-39 0.8049
41 Process an area fire mission using the battery 0.7940

computer system tem (BCS)
42 Process an illumination mission using BUCS 0.7885
43 Process target/known point information using FM; RFAF 0.7724

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
44 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and 0.7649

services on antenna group OE-25
45 Maintain ammunition status reports/records 0.7642
46 Announce fire commands utilizing data from BUCS 0.7538
47 Prepare/operate communications security equipment 0.7489

TSEC/KY-57 with FM radio sets
48 Install a generator set 0.7480
49 Measure distance on a map 0.7262
50 Offload/load generator from/onto carrier 0.6999
51 Plot target locations/unit information on firing 0.6754

charts
52 Adjust generator output/voltage/frequency 0.6630
53 Process a radar registration using BUCS 0.6594
54 Process observer information using the FM; OBCO 0.6448

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
55 Perform operator's PMCS/routine checks on telaphone 0.6436

set TA-312/PT
56 Perform field-expedient repairs on generator 0.6019
57 Determine magnetic Azimuth using M2 compass 0.5881
58 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-46 radio set 0.5743
59 Convert azimuths 0.5736
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Factor
Rank Title Score

60 Update registration corrections with met data using 0.5676
BUCS

61 Determine azimuths using a protractor and compute 0.5645

back-azimuths
62 Process meteorological information using the MET; CM 0.5608

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
63 Process a time-on-target (TOT) fire mission 0.5605
64 Resynchronize the battery computer system (BCS) 0.5478
65 Update registration corrections with survey data using 0.5362

BUCS
66 Process a high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) 0.5331

registration using the BUCS
67 Plot targets, determine, and announce chart data 0.5284

(manual)
68 Operate radio set AN/VRC-64/AN/GRC-160 0.5251
69 Take corrective action on error and warning messages 0.4980

using the battery computer system (BCS)
70 Install RC-292 antenna 0.4889
71 Perform diagnostic tests using the diagnostic test 0.4667

summary of the battery computer system (BCS)
72 Replot targets as directed and determine and announce 0.4664

grid location
73 Navigate from one point to another point (dismounted) 0.4494
74 Construct firing chart based on map spot 0.4207
75 Compute firing data for fire-for-effect(FFE) mission 0.4179
76 Locate an unknown point on a map or on the ground by 0.4164

resection
77 Compose/address/transmit messages on BCS 0.4161
78 Determine location on ground by terrain association 0.4108
79 Determine/announce fire commands utilizing data 0.4061

obtained from battery computer system (BCS)
80 Process an illumination fire mission 0.3990
81 Process information using the BCS; COND message format 0.3676
82 Process precision registration using the battery 0.3088

computer system (BCS)
83 Process a fire plan using the battery computer system 0.3019

(DCS)
84 Assist in destruction of communications security 0.2992

equipment/material to prevent enemy use
85 orient map using compass 0.2986
86 Execute a priority fire mission 0.2949
87 Position vehicle mounted/skid-mounted generator 0.2751
88 Transmit shot to forward observer during fire mission 0.2731
89 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set control group 0.2651

AN/GRA-39
90 Establish a priority fire mismion 0.2591
91 Receive corrections from forward observer during fire 0.2225

mission
92 Display/act on received messages using BCS 0.2060
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Factor
Rank Title Score

93 Process replot using the battery computer system 0.1894
(BCS)

94 Construct an emergency firing chart 0.1755
95 Determine basic firing data for an HE projectile with 0.1708

a GFT/GFT fan (fuze quick, time, and VT)
96 Process simultaneous fire mission using BCS 0.1651
97 Determine basic firing data for an HE projectile with 0.1466

a GFT (high angle)
98 Update a priority fire mission or assign a target 0.1414

number as a known point using the FM
99 Update registration corrections using met information 0.1177

100 Compute and announce site, angle of site, and vertical 0.1097
angles

101 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.0997
using the battery computer system (BCS)

102 Manually authenticate messages received and 0.0950
transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)

103 Operate intercommunications set AN/VIC-1 on a tracked 0.0761
vehicle (includes FM radio)

104 Calculate muzzle velocity variation information using 0.0658
the BCS/MVV message format

105 Post/update map-spotted firing chart 0.0654
106 Process mask information using the AFU; MASK.message 0.0375

of the battery computer system (BCS)
107 Determine direction using field-expedient methods 0.0357
108 Process restricted fire area information using the 0.0308

SPRT; GEOM message of the BCS
109 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.0255

using the battery computer system (BCS)
110 Construct a field expedient antenna for tactical FM 0.0187

radio
111 Update registration corrections using survey 0.0128

information
112 Perform operator's PMCS on TSEC/KY-57 comuunications 0.0111

security equipment
113 Manually authenticate messages received and -0.0227

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
114 Process an immediate suppression mission -0.0482
115 Encode and decode CEOI messages using KTC 600 tactical -0.0488

operations code
116 Process/update final protective fire (FPF) mission -0.0502

using BCS
117 Recognize electronic countermeasures (ECM) and -0.0708

implement electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM)
118 Determine basic firing data for an HE projectile with -0.0979

a GFT setting applied (GFT or GFT fan)
119 Construct a GFT setting and apply deflection -0.1029

corrections to a GFT/GFT fan
120 Process high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) -0.1069

registration using the BCS
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Factor
Rank Title Score

121 Prepare and transmit messages to observer (manual) -0.1297
122 Transmit muzzle velocity information using the AFU; MV -0.1321

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
123 Plot targets on firing chart from hasty fire plan -0.1650
124 Purge battery computer system (BCS) memory -0.1874
125 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 or AN/ -0.2154

PRC-25 (RC)
126 Process simultaneous fire missions -0.2276
127 Determine and apply low-angle GFT settings and -0.2482

deflection corrections to graphical equipment
128 Prepare/submit operators MIJI report -0.2485
129 Use the KTC 1400 numeral cipher/authentication system -0.2600
130 Determine chart data using manual backup procedures -0.2736
131 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and -0.2980

services on antenna RC-292
132 Transfer from a map-spotted firing chart to a surveyed -0.3633

firing chart
133 Calculate data for a GFT setting -0.3686
134 Determine position corrections by solution of a -0.4391

concurrent met message
135 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VIC-1 intercoznunication -0.4513

equipment
136 Determine and announce fire coouands for a quick smoke -0.4674

mission
137 Prepare consolidated target list/map overlay used in -0.4729

plotting/recording procedures
138 Convert a computerized fire mission in progress to -0.4800

manual backup procedures
139 Determine and announce fire comwmands for illumination -0.4800

missions
140 Determine and announce fire comnds for an immediate -0.4845

smoke mission
141 Update a GFT setting and GPT deflection correction by -0.5341

solution of a subsequent met message
142 Process hasty fire mission (hip shoot) -0.5358
143 Hand off a mission -0.5650
144 Determine/announce firing data using special -0.5651

corrections
145 Perform operators PMCS on AN/VRC-12 series radio -0.5834
146 Process preplannd copperhead fire mission using BCS -0.6027
147 Display a GFT setting using the FM; GFT message format -0.6673
148 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-160/ AN/VRC- -0.6842

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
149 Determine corrections for a nonstandard weight -0.6898

projectile
150 Process aerial observer mission using BCS -0.6998
151 Determine and announce fire commands for a mass fire -0.7075

mission
152 Process firefinder fire mission using BCS -0.7128
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Rank Title Score

153 Plot the HB/MPI (or radar HB/HPI) location by grid -0.7269
coordinates

154 Compute firing data for battalion mass radar adjust -0.7481
mission

155 Perform vehicle preventative maintenance checks and -0.7519
services (PMCS)

156 Determine firing data for shell ICM (M444 and M449 -0.7928
series) using the ICM scale on the GFT

157 Process artillery target intelligence information -0.7957
using the battery computer system (BCS)

158 Process an illumination fire mission (1 gun, 2 gun -0.8286
range and lateral spread, and coord. illumination)

159 Determine and announce fire comands for prearranged -0.8482
fires

160 Determine the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by -0.8580
plotting polar coordinates

161 Determine and announce replot data (fuze time) -0.8731
162 Compute firing data manually for white phosphorus (WP) -0.9068

projectile
163 Compute data manually for firing final protective -0.9089

fires
164 Determine and apply position/special corrections with -0.9400

an MO/M17 plotting board
165 Determine and announce replot data (fuze quick and VT) -0.9429
166 Receive/record data for HB/MPI registration from -0.9686

observation posts 01/02
167 Compute firing data manually for smoke projectile -0.9729
168 Process fire comnands for copperhead/target of -0.9841

opportunity with BCS
169 Cowpute firing data manually for radar registration -0.9888
170 Determine and announce firing data for an HB/MPI radar -1.0133

registration
171 Deny a fire mission using the battery computer system -1.0179

(BCS)
172 Locate observer by trilateration or resection using -1.0269

the battery computer system (SCS)
173 Determine the data for a two-plot GFT setting by -1.1199

solving a met to a met check gage point
174 Determine firing data by solution of a met to a target -1.1303
175 Determine data to orient observers for an HB/MPI (or -1.1887

radar HB/MPI) registration
176 Determine and announce fire coanands for a zone and -1.2168

sweep mission
177 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set -1.2181
178 Determine firing data for shell DPICM using the GFT -1.2592
179 Transfer a GFT setting and deflection correction from -1.2500

an offset registration
180 Determine adjusted firing data from a second lot -1.2724

registration
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Rank Title Score

181 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell -1.2919
DPICM

182 Install/prepare SB-22 PT switchboards -1.3065
183 Determine piece displacement using hasty traverse -1.3136

procedures
184 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-48 radio set -1.3192
185 Transfer a GFT setting to non-registering batteries -1.3761
186 Determine and announce fire commands for a rap mission -1.4258
187 Perform operator's PMCS on SB-22 PT switchboards -1.4547
188 Compute firing data manually for toxic chemical -1.4575

projectile
189 Determine firing data for an ROB correction for shell -1.4897

ICM (M444 and M449 series)
190 Determine firing data for shell rap using the GFT -1.5233
191 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -1.5416

polar plot data
192 Determine the HB/MPI location by graphic intersection -1.5473
193 Process an aerial observer mission (ranging rounds) -1.5510
194 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -1.5538

grid-coordinated altitude
195 Determine and announce fire commands for a RAAM/ADAM -1.5702

mission
196 Determine firing data for shell copperhead -1.5781
197 Determine and announce fire commands for a copperhead -1.5839

mission
198 Determine a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction -1.6365

from an HB/MPI radar registration
199 Determine GFT settings for 6400 mils (eight-

directional MET)
200 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone to -1.7763

zone transformation)
201 Determine firing data for shell RAAM/ADAM using the -1.8199

GFT
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table a.2

Factor 23 Digest cat tsks,

Factor
Rank Title score

1 Construct an emergency firing chart 1.3365
2 Plot targets, determine, and announce chart data 1.1845

(manual)
3 Process an area fire mission using the battery 1.1786

computer system (BCS)
4 Process hasty fire mission (hip shoot) 1.1299
5 Compute and announce site, angle of site, and vertical 1.0568

angles
6 Compute firing data for fire-for-effect (FFE) mission 0.9778
7 Receive/record data for HB/MPI registration from 0.9468

observation posts 01/02
8 Determine data to orient observers for an HB/MPI (or 0.9468

radar HB/MPI) registration
9 Compute firing data for battalion mass radar adjust 0.9350

mission
10 Process an immdiate suppression mission 0.9292
11 Process an area fire mission using the backup computer 0.8317

system (BUCS)
12 Receive corrections from forward observer during fire 0.8133

mission
13 Locate target by grid coordinates 0.8015
14 Construct firing chart based on map spot 0.7947
15 Prepare a surveyed firing chart 0.7947
16 Determine and apply low-angle GFT settings and 0.7889

deflection corrections to graphical equipment
17 Determine and announce fire commands for a mass fire 0.7889

mission
18 Determine and announce fire commands for prearranged 0.7889

fires
19 Compute firing data manually for white phosphorus (wp) 0-7830

projectile
20 Determine and announce fire commands for an immediate 0.7830

smoke missio
21 Establish a priority fire mission 0.7830
22 Execute a priority fire mission 0.7771
23 Process simultaneous fire mission using BCS 0.7771
24 Update a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction by 0.7519

solution of a subsequent met message
25 Determine firing data for an HOD correction for shell 0.7402

DPICM
26 Determine firing data for shell DPICM using the GFT 0.7402
27 Hand off a mission 0.7343
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Factor
Rank Tloe Score

28 Process fire commands for copperhead/target of 0.7343
opportunity with BCS

29 Process/update final protective fire (FPF) mission 0.7343
using BCS

30 Recognize electronic countermeasures (ECK) and 0.6309
implement electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM)

31 Construct a GFT setting and apply deflection 0.5940
corrections to a GFT/GFT fan

32 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with 0.5881
a GFT/GFT fan (fuze quick, time, and VT)

33 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with 0.5881
a GFT (high angle)

34 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with 0.5881
a GFT setting applied (GFT or GFT fan)

35 Compute firing data manually for smoke projectile 0.5881
36 Procas an illumination fire mission (1 gun, 2 gun 0.5881

range and lateral spread, and coord. illumination)
37 Determine and announce fire commands for a quick smoke 0.5881

mission
38 Determine and announce fire commands for a zone and 0.5881

sweep mission
39 Determine firing data for shell 1CM (X444 and M449 0.5822

series) using the ICM scale on the GFT
40 Determine/announce fire commands utilizing data 0.5822

obtained from battery computer system (BCS)
41 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.5822

using the battery computer system (BCS)
42 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.5822

using the battery computer system (BCS)
43 Update a priority fire mission or assign a target 0.5822

number as a known point using the FM
44 Determine the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by 0.5512

plotting polar coordinates
45 Plot the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by grid 0.5512

coordinates
46 Determine position corrections by solution of a 0.5512

concurrent met message
47 Determine and announce firing data for an HBMPI radar 0.5512.

registration
48 Determine a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction 0.5512

from an HB/MPI radar registration
49 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing 0.5512

polar plot data
50 Determine the HB/MPI location by graphic intersection 0.5512
51 Determine chart data using manual backup procedures 0.5453
52 Determine firing data for shell rap using the GFT 0.5453
53 Determine and announce fire commands for illumination 0.5453

missions
54 Determine and announce fire comands for a rap mission 0.5453
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Rank Title Score

55 Determine firing data for an HOD correction for shell 0.5394
ICK (M444 and M449 series)

56 Determine/announce firing data using special 0.5394
corrections

57 Maintain ammunition status reports/records 0.4791
58 Prepare and transmit messages to observer (manual) 0.4605
59 Display/act on received messages using 9CS 0.4605
60 Announce fire commands utilizing data from BUCS 0.4302
61 Post/update map-spotted firing chart 0.3933
62 Transfer from a map-spotted firing chart to a surveyed 0.3933

firing chart
63 Determine corrections for a nonstandard weight 0.3933

projectile
64 Plot targets on firing chart from hasty fire plan 0.3874
65 Compute data manually for firing final protective 0.3874

fires
66 Process simultaneous fire missions 0.3815
67 Determine the data for a two-plot GFT setting by 0.3504

solving a met to a met check gage point
68 Determine adjusted firing data from a second lot 0.3504

registration
69 Transfer a OFT setting and deflection correction from 0.3504

an offset registration
70 Determine and announce fire commands for a copperhead 0.3504

mission
71 Determine and announce fire commands for a RAAM/ADAM .0.3504

mission
72 Determine and announce replot data (fuze quick and VT) 0.3504
73 Determine and announce replot data (fuze time) 0.3504
74 Determine GFT settings for 6 0.3504
75 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing 0.3504

grid-coordinated altitude
76 Update registration corrections with met data using 0.3504

BUCS
77 Update registration corrections with survey data using 0.3504

BUCS
78 Locate observer by trilateration or resection using 0.3504

the battery computer system (BCS)
79 Determine firing data for shell copperhead 0.3446
80 Process a fire plan using the battery computer system 0.3446

(BCS)
81 Process a time-on-target (TOT) fire mission 0.3446
82 Process an illumination fire mission 0.3446
83 Process firefinder fire mission using BCS 0.3387
84 Process aerial observer mission using BCS 0.3387
85 Take corrective action on error .and warning messages 0.3085

using the battery computer system (BCS)
86 Navigate from one point to another point (dismounted) 0.3029
87 Prepare/operate tactical FM radio set 0.3027
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Factor
Rank Title Score

88 Process fire unit data and weapon location using the 0.2412
backup computer system (SUCS)

89 Replot targets as directed and determine and announce 0.2228
grid location

90 Transmit shot to forward observer during fire mission 0.2111
91 Plot target locations/unit information on firing 0.1925

charts
92 Process map modification information using the SPRT; 0.1925

map message of the BCS
93 Process fire unit information using the AFU; update 0.1925

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
94 Process battery computer system (UCS) piece 0.1925

information using the SCS; pieces message
95 Process fire unit amaunition information using the 0.1925

AFU; BAMOUP message of the BCS
96 Process meteorological information using the MET; CM 0.1925

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
97 Process observer information using the FM; OBCO 0.1925

message of the battery computer system (SCS)
98 Process target/known point information using FM; RFAF 0.1925

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
99 Deny a fire mission using the battery computer system 0.1925

(BCS)
100 Encode and decode CEOI messages using KTC 600 tactical 0.1925

operations code
101 Determine the grid coordinates of a point on a 0.1809

military map using the military grid R
102 Transfer a GFT setting to non-registering batteries 0.1497
103 Determine firing data for shell RAAM/ADAM using the 0.1497

GFT
104 Update registration corrections using met information 0.1497
105 Update registration corrections using survey 0.1497

information
106 Process artillery target intelligence information 0.1497

using the battery computer system (BCS)
107 Process preplannd copperhead fire mission using BCS 0.1497
108 Process an aerial observer mission (ranging rounds) 0.1438
109 Initialize the backup computer system (BUCS) and 0.1323

verify files
110 Initialize the battery computer system (BCS) and 0.1262

construct and record a data base
111 Manually authenticate messages received and 0.0892

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
112 Manually authenticate messages received and 0.0892

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
113 Compose/address/transmit messages on BCS 0.0708
114 Maintain fire direction records 0.0649
115 Determine piece displacement using hasty traverse 0.0405

procedures
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a nk Title Score

116 Process observer data using the backup computer system 0.0405
(BUCS)

117 Process an illumination mission using BUCS 0.0405
118 Use the KTC 1400 numeral cipher/authentication system 0.0405
119 Compute firing data manually for toxic chemical -0.0023

projectile
120 Compute firing data manually for radar registration -0.0023
121 Calculate muzzle velocity variation information using -0.0023

the BCS/MVV message format
122 Process information using the BCS; COND message format -0.0023
123 Determine firing data by solution of a met to a target -0.0510
124 Process high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) -0.0510

registration using the BCS
125 Process precision registration using the battery -0.0510

computer system (BCS)
126 Display a GFT setting using the FM; GFT message format -0.0510
127 Install and operate telephone set TA-312/PT -0.0685
128 Process ammunition data using the backup computer -0.0871

system (BUCS)
129 Process target/known point data using the backup -0.0871

computer system (BUCS)
130 Process ballistic met information using BUCS -0.0871
131 Process computer met information using BUCS -0.0871
132 Determine location on ground by terrain association -0.0927
133 Determine direction using field-expedient methods -0.0986
134 Construct a field expedient antenna for tactical FM -0.1055

radio
135 Load and update a previously recorded data base using -0.1233

the battery computer system (BCS)
136 Determine and apply position/special corrections with -0.1544

an M0/MI7 plotting board
137 Process muzzle velocity data and store muzzle velocity -0.1544

variations (MVVs) in the BUCS
138 Update registration corrections for BUCS using BCS -0.1544

data
139 Process a high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) -0.1544

registration using the BUCS
140 Process a precision registration using the backup -0.1544

computer system (BUCS)
141 Process a radar registration using BUCS -0.1544
142 Convert a computerized fire mission in progress to -0.1544

manual backup procedures
143 Determine magnetic Azimuth using M2 compass -0.1717
144 Process mask information using the AFU; MASK message -0.1972

of the battery computer system (BCS)
145 Process restricted fire area information using the -0.1972

SPRT; GEO message of the BCS
146 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone to -0.2031

zone transformation)
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Rank Title Score

147 Transmit muzzle velocity information using the AFU; MV -0.2031
message of the battery computer system (BCS)

148 Calculate data for a GFT setting -0.2031
149 Prepare/operate communications security equipment -0.2091

TSEC/KY-57 with FM radio sets
150 Enter map modification data into the backup computer -0.2147

system (BUCS)
151 Perform field-expedient repairs on generator -0.2448
152 Assist in destruction of communications security -0.2470

equipment/material to prevent enemy use
153 Convert computer met information using BUCS -0.2820
154 Identify terrain features on a map -0.286
155 Prepare consolidated target list/map overlay used in -0.3065

plotting/recording procedures
156 Operate an FM radio set using AN/GRA-39 -0.3481
157 Process replot using the battery computer system -0.3551

(BCS)
158 Determine the elevation of a point on the ground using -0.3968

a map
159 Orient map using compass -0.3968
160 Operate intercommunications set AN/VIC-1 on a tracked -0.3970

vehicle (includes FM radio)
161 Operate AN/VRC-46 radio set (AN/VRC-12 series) -0.4515
162 Operate radio set AN/VRC-64/AN/GRC-160 -0.4622
163 Process plain text information using the SYS; PTM -0.4885

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
164 Prepare/submit operators MIJI report -0.5559
165 Convert azimuths -0.5976
166 Identify topographical symbols on a military map -0.6161
167 Determine azimuths using a protractor and compute -0.6404

back-azimuths
168 Send radio message -0.6581
169 Resynchronize the battery computer system (BCS) -0.6650
170 Perfom diagnostic tests using the diagnostic test -0.7078

summary of the battery computer system (BCS)
171 Install RC-292 antenna -0.7135
172 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) -0.7135
173 Adjust generator output/voltage/frequency -0.7496
174 Locate an unknown point on a map or on the ground by -0.7924

resection
175 Measure distance on a map -0.7983
176 Record a data base -0.8169
177 Install/prepare SB-22 pt switchboards -0.8352
178 Purge battery computer system (BCS) memory -0.8900
179 Connect/disconnect generator to/from operating -0.9017

equipment
180 Shutdown the battery computer system (BCS) -1.1941
181 Establish and close an FM radiotelephone net -1.2614
182 Install a generator set -1.3401
182 Install radio set control group AN/GRA-39 -1.4921
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184 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and -1.5166
services on antenna group OE-254

185 Perform operator's PMCS on TSEC/KY-57 commnications -1.6442
security equipment

186 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set control group -1.6442
AN/GRA-3 9

187 Position vehicle mounted/skid-mounted generator -1.6500
188 Offload/load generator from/onto carrier -1.6745
189 Perform operator's PMCS on SB-22 pt switchboards -1.6929
190 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services -1.6929

(PMCS) on gasoline engine driven generator set
191 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) -1.6929
192 Perform operator's PMCS/routine checks on telephone -1.7173

set TA-312/pt
193 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and -1.7173

services on antenna RC-292
194 Perform vehicle preventative maintenance checks and -1.7173

services (PMCS)
195 Perform operators PMCS on AN/VRC-12 series radio -1.8449
196 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-160/ AN/VRC- -1.8449

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
197 Perform operator's PMCS on*AN/VRC-46 radio set -1.8449
198 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 OR AN/ -1.8449

PRC-25 (RC)
199 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-48 radio set -1.8449
200 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set -1.8449
201 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VIC-1 -1.8694
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Table A.3

V ator 3: Uq npmat Tasks

Factor
Rank Title score

1 Perform vehicle preventive maintenance checks and 1.3578
services (PMCS)

2 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services 1.2837
(PMCS) on gasoline engine driven generator set

3 Offload/load generator from/onto carrier 1.2469
4 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 1.2325
5 Shutdown the battery computer system (BCS) 1.2325
6 Position vehicle mounted/skid-mounted generator 1.2105
7 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-46 radio set 1.1451
8 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and 1.1314

services on antenna group OE-254
9 Perform operator's PMCS/routine checks on telephone 1.1127

set TA-312/PT
10 Install a Generator Set 1.0865
11 Install RC-292 antenna 1.0857
12 Install radio set control group AN/GRA-39 1.0321
13 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) 1.0287
14 Assist in destruction of communications security 1.0259

equipment/material to prevent enemy use
15 Transmit shot to forward observer during fire mission 1.0047
16 Perform operators PMCS on AN/VRC-12 series radio 0.9507
17 Purge battery computer system (BCS) memory 0.9365
18 Record a data base 0.9348
19 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VIC-1 intercouuunication 0.9317

equipment
20 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 or AN/ 0.9133

PRC-25 (RC)
21 Enter map modification data into the backup computer 0.9056

system (BUCS)
22 Connect/disconnect generator to/from operating 0.8987

equipment
23 Process amunition data using the backup computer 0.8958

system (BUCS)
24 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and 0.8567

services on antenna RC-292
25 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set control group 0.8548

AN/GRA-39
26 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-160/ AN/VRC- 0.8538

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
27 Process precision registration using the battery 0.8500

computer system (BCS)
28 Process replot using the battery computer system 0.8397

(ECS)
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Rank Title Sgeze

29 Perform operator's PKCS on AN/VRC-48 radio set 0.8053
30 Process fire unit information using the AFU; update 0.8019

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
31 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set 0.7980
32 Process observer data using the backup computer system 0.7980

(BUCS)
33 Establish and close an FM radiotelephone net 0.7972
34 Process crqputer met information using DUCS 0.7928
35 Process information using the BCS; CO(D message format 0.7847
36 Convert computer met information using BUCS 0.7838
37 Adjust generator output/voltage/frequency 0.7754
38 Process battery computer system (BCS) piece 0.7712

information using the BCS; pieces message
39 Process map modification information using the SPRT; 0.7579

map message of the BCS
40 Process fire unit aummition information using the 0.7385

AFU; BAMOUP message of the SCS
41 Process ballistic met information using BUCS 0.7236
42 Determine/announce fire commands utilizing data 0.7221

obtained from battery computer system (BCS)
43 Update a priority fire mission or assign a target 0.7213

number as a known point using the PM
44 Perform operator's PNCS on TSEC/KY-57 coi=t ications 0.7194

security equipment
45 Process target/known point information using FM; RFAF 0.7117

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
46 Process fire unit data and weapon location using the 0.7114

backup computer system (BUCS)
47 Transmit muzzle velocity information using the AFU; MV 0.7037

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
48 Process target/known point data using the backup 0.6988

computer system (BUCS)
49 Process plain text information using the SYS; PTM 0.6922

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
50 Process observer information using the FM; OBCO 0.6863

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
51 Process a fire plan using the battery computer system 0.6846

(BCS)
52 Process meteorological information using the MET; CM 0.6656

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
53 Process high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) 0.6613

registration using the BCS
54 Process muzzle velocity data and store muzzle velocity 0.6342

variations (MVVs) in the BUCS
55 Resynchronize the battery computer system (BCS) 0.6241
56 Process a precision registration using the backup 0.6222

computer system (BUCS)
57 Process a radar registration using BUCS 0.6006
58 Update registration corrections for BUCS using BCS 0.5995

data
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gawk Title Score

59 Display a GT setting using the 1M; OFT message format 0.5794
60 Process/update final protective fire (FPF) mission 0.5781

using BCS
61 Execute a priority fire mission 0.5513
62 Process aerial observer mission using ECS 0.5419
63 Perform operator's PWCS on SB-22 pt switchboards 0.5412
64 Process an illumination mission using BUCS 0.5274
65 Send radio message 0.5261
66 Process mask information using the AFU; MASK message 0.5176

of the battery camputer system (BCS)
67 Process simultaneous fire missions 0.5134
68 Calculate data for a GFT setting 0.5025
69 Load and update a previously recorded data base using 0.5017

the battery computer system (BCS)
70 Process an illumination fire mission 0.4985
71 Process simultaneous fire mission using BCS 0.4943
72 Copose/address/transmit messages on BCS 0.4877
73 Take corrective action on error and warning messages 0.4833

using the battery computer system (SCS)
74 Process a time-on-target (TOT) fire mission 0.4831
75 Announce fire commands utilizing data from BUCS 0.4780
76 Process a high burst/mean point of impact.(HB/MPI) 0.4718

registration using the BUCS
77 Process restricted fire area information using the 0.4506

SPRT; GEOC message of the BCS
78 Perform field-expedient repairs on generator 0.4480
79 Process preplanned copperhead fire mission using BCS 0.4472
80 Display/act on received messages using BCS 0.4347
81 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.4275

using the battery computer system (ECS)
82 Process an imediate suppression mission 0.4172
83 Calculate muzzle velocity variation information using 0.4163

the BCS/MVV message format
84 Process firefinder fire mission using BCS 0.4057
85 Update registration corrections using met information 0.3621
86 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.3610

using the battery computer system (BCS)
87 Process an area fire mission using the backup computer 0.3443

system (BUCS)
88 Determine magnetic Azimuth using M2 compass 0.3342
89 Install/prepare SB-22 pt switchboards 0.3340
90 Operate radio set AN/VRC-64/AN/GRC-160 0.3337
91 Perfom diagnostic tests using the diagnostic test 0.3213

summary of the battery computer system (BCS)
92 Establish a priority fire mission 0.3048
93 Construct a field expedient antenna for tactical FM 0.2725

radio
94 Update registration corrections using survey 0.2646

information
95 Prepare/submit operators MIJI report 0.2580
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Factor
Rank Title Score

96 Install and operate telephone set TA-312/PT 0.2465
97 Locate target by grid coordinates 0.2140
98 Update registration corrections with met data using 0.2130

BUCS
99 Process an area fire mission using the battery 0.2128

computer system (BCS)
100 Manually authenticate messages received and 0.2102

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
101 Update registration corrections with survey data using 0.2021

BUCS
102 Operate an FM radio set using AN/GRA-39 0.1958
103 Manually authenticate messages received and 0.1860

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
104 Process artillery target intelligence information 0.1796

using the battery computer system (BCS)
105 Convert a computerized fire mission in progress to 0.1749

manual backup procedures
106 Prepare/operate commnications security equipment 0.1646

TSUC/KY-S7 with FM radio sets
107 Receive corrections from forward observer during fire 0.1585

mission
108 Initialize the backup computer system (BUCS) and 0.1546

verify files
109 Hand off a mission 0.1489
110 Process an aerial observer mission (ranging rounds) 0.0412
111 Prepare and transmit messages to observer (manual) -0.0063

112 Process fire conmands for copperhead/target of -0.0072

opportunity with BCS
113 Deny a fire mission using the battery computer system -0.0161

(BCS)
114 Operate AN/VRC-46 radio set (AN/VRC-12 series) -0.0226
115 Initialize the battery computer system (BCS) and -0.0366

construct and record a data base

116 Determine/announce firing data using special -0.0764
corrections

117 Operate intercommunications set AN/VIC-1 on a tracked -0.0992
vehicle (includes FM radio)

118 Prepare/operate tactical FM radio set -0.1006
119 Locate observer by trilateration or resection using -0.1126

the battery computer system (SCS)
120 Measure distance on a map -0.1491
121 Plot target locations/unit information on firing -0.1693

charts
122 Determine the grid coordinates of a point on a -0.2019

military map using the military grid R
123 Maintain ammunition status reports/records -0.2142
124 Determine azimuths using a protractor and compute -0.2540

back-azimuths
125 Process hasty fire mission (hip shoot) -0.2604
126 Compute firing data for fire-for-offect(FFE) mission -0.2707
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Factor
Rank Title Score

127 Use the KTC 1400 numeral cipher/authentication system -0.2844
128 Maintain fire direction records -0.3329
129 Determine the elevation of a point on the ground using -0.4197

a map
130 Determine direction using field-expedient methods -0.4202
131 Process an illumination fire mission (1 gun, 2 gun -0.4319

range and lateral spread, and coord. illumination)
132 Compute firing data for battalion mass radar adjust -0.4321

mission
133 Convert azimuths -0.4351
134 Identify terrain features on a map -0.4424
135 Recognize electronic countermeasures (ECH) and -0.4710

implement electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM)
136 Locate an unknown point on a map or on the ground by -0.4761

resection
137 Encode and decode CROI messages using KTC 600 tactical -0.4978

operations code
138 Identify topographical symbols on a military map -0.5009
139 Receive/record data for HB/MPI registration from -0.5043

observation posts 01/02
140 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone to -0.5481

zone transformation)
141 Determine and apply position/special corrections with -0.5543

an Ml0/N17 plotting board
142 Determine firing data by solution of a met to a target -0.5544
143 Orient map using compass -0.5591
144 Determine chart data using manual backup procedures -0.5707
145 Determine location on ground by terrain association -0.6194
146 Replot targets as directed and determine and announce -0.6525

grid location
147 Plot targets on firing chart frok hasty fire plan -0.6852
148 Prepare consolidated target list/map overlay used in -0.6981

plotting/recording procedures
149 Comqute data manually for firing final protective -0.7069

fires
150 Determine firing data for shell ICM (M444 and M449 -0.7222

series) using the ICM scale on the GFT
151 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with -0.7412

a GFT/GFT fan (fuze quick, time, and VT)
152 Transfer a GFT setting to non-registering batteries -0.7425
153 Determine and announce fire commands for illumination -0.7621

missions
154 Determine piece displacement using hasty traverse -0.7652

procedures
155 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with -0.7750

a OFT (high angle)
156 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with -0.8382

a GFT setting applied (GFT or GFT fan)
157 Determine and announce fire commands for an immediate -0.8465

smoke mission
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Factor
Rank Title Score

158 Comute firing data manually for radar registration -0.8478
159 Determine and announce replot data (fuze quick and VT) -0.8509
160 Determine and announce replot data (fuze time) -0.8516
161 Determine firing data for shell copperhead -0.8838
162 Determine and announce fire conmands for a quick smoke -0.9008

mission
163 Post/update map-spotted firing chart -0.9008
164 Determine firing data for shell DPICM using the GFT -0.9262
165 Determine adjusted firing data from a second lot -0.9689

registration
166 Determine and announce fire comands for a zone and -0.9706

sweep mission
167 Navigate from one point to another point (dismounted) -0.9789
168 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell -0.9836

ICM (M444 and 3449 series)
169 Compute firing data manually for toxic chemical -0.9936

projectile
170 Determine and announce fire commands for a mass fire -0.9937

mission
171 Transfer a OFT setting and deflection correction from -1.0015

an offset registration
172 Determine firing data for shell rap using the OFT -1.0188
173 Transfer from a map-spotted firing chart to a surveyed -1.0364

firing chart
174 Construct a GFT setting and apply deflection -1.0412

corrections to a GFT/GFT fan
175 Determine corrections for a nonstandard weight -1.0712

projectile
176 Determine firing data for shell RAAMIADAN using the -1.0748

GFT
177 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell -1.1018

DPICK
178 Determine and announce fire commands for a RAAM/ADAM -1.1021

mission
179 Determine and announce fire coamands for a copperhead -1.1063

mission
180 Determine the data for a two-plot GFT setting by -1.1187

solving a met to a met check gage point
181 Determine and apply low-angle GFT settings and -1.1205

deflection corrections to graphical equipment
182 Determine and announce fire cosmands for a rap mission -1.1228
183 Determine the HB/MPI location by graphic intersection -1.1530
184 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -1.1541

grid-coordinated altitude
185 Determine GFT settings for 6400 mils (eight- -1.1645

directional met)
186 Prepare a surveyed firing chart -1.1808
187 Determine and announce fire commands for prearranged -1.1965

fires
188 Coqpute firing data manually for smoke projectile -1.2163



Factor
Rank Title Score

189 cmpute and announce site, angle of site, and vertical -1.2360
angles

190 Compute firing data manually for white phosphorus (wp) -1.2443
projectile

191 Determine position corrections by solution of a -1.2547
concurrent met message

192 Determine and announce firing data for an HB/MPI radar -1.2698
registration

193 Plot targets, determine, and announce chart data -1.2871
(manual)

194 Plot the HB/NPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by grid -1.3061
coordinates

195 Construct firing chart based on map spot -1.3189
196 Update a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction by -1.3409

solution of a subsequent met message
197 Determine the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by -1.3481

plotting polar coordinates
198 Determine data to orient observers for an HB/MPI (or -1.3830

radar HB/MPI) registration
199 Determine a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction -1.4026

from an HB/MPI radar registration
200 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -1.4516

polar plot data
201 Construct an Emeraency Firina Chart -1.4805
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Table A.4

fector 4# Zateraeilve Tasks

Factor
Rank Title score

1 Process simultaneous fire missions 3.7103
2 Offload/load generator from/onto carrier 2.6925
3 Assist in destruction of communications security 2.3840

equipment/material to prevent enemy use
4 Install RC-292 antenna 2.3840
5 Install antenna group OE-254/GRC (team method) 2.3840
6 Convert a comuterized fire mission in progress to 2.3378

manual backup procedures
7 Transfer a GFT setting to non-registering batteries 2.0293
8 Process hasty fire mission (hip shoot) 2.0293
9 Position vehicle mounted/skid-mounted generator 2.0293

10 Transfer a GFT setting and deflection correction from 1.9832
an offset registration

11 Hand off a mission 1.7209
12 Conduct a fire mission into a secondary zone (zone to 1.3662

zone transformation)
13 Prepare and transmit messages to observer (manual) 1.3662
14 Process an inmediate suppression mission 1.3662
15 Maintain ammunition status reports/records 1.3200
16 Process an aerial observer mission (ranging rounds) 1.0577
17 Receive/record data for HB/MPI registration from 1.0577

observation posts 01/02
18 Determine and announce fire cowmands for a mass fire 1.0116

mission
19 Determine and announce fire comands for prearranged 1.0116

fires
20 Determine and announce fire commands for a zone and .1.0116

sweep mission
21 Install a generator set 1.0116
22 Prepare consolidated target list/map overlay used in 0.9654

plotting/recording procedures
23 Compose/address/transmit messages on BCS 0.9654
24 Navigate from one point to another point (dismounted) 0.9654
25 Recognize electronic countermeasures (ECM) and 0.9654

implement electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM)
26 Process an illumination fire mission (1 gun, 2 gun 0.7031

range and lateral spread, and coord. illumination)
27 Transmit shot to forward observer during fire mission 0.7031
28 Receive corrections from forward observer during fire 0.7031

mission
29 Determine adjusted firing data from a second lot 0.6569

registration
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Factor
Rank Title Score

30 Determine firing data by solution of a met to a target 0.6569
31 Determine data to orient observers for an HB/MPI (or 0.6569

radar HB/MPI) registration
32 Install and operate telephone set TA-312/PT 0.6569
33 Determine the data for a two-plot GFT setting by 0.6107

solving a met to a met check gage point
34 Identify topographical symbols on a military map 0.6107
35 Identify terrain features on a map 0.6107
36 Measure distance on a map 0.6107
37 Perform field-expedient repairs on generator 0.6107
38 Locate target by grid coordinates 0.6107
39 Compute firing data manually for smoke projectile 0.3484
40 Compute firing data manually for white phosphorus (wp) 0.3484

projectile
41 Compute firing data manually for toxic chemical 0.3484

projectile
42 Compute firing data manually for radar registration 0.3484
43 Compute data manually for firing final protective 0.3484

fires
44 Compute firing data for battalion mass radar adjust 0.3484

mission
45 Determine and announce firing data for an HB/MPI radar 0.3484

registration
46 Process a high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) 0.3484

registration using the BUCS
47 Process a precision registration using the backup 0.3484

computer system (BUCS)
48 Process a radar registration using BUCS 0.3484
49 Process an area fire mission using the backup computer 0.3484

system (BUCS)
50 Process an illumination mission using BUCS 0.3484
51 Process firefinder fire mission using BCS 0.3484
52 Send radio message 0.3484
53 Operate intercoimmunications set AN/VIC-1 on a tracked 0.3484

vehicle (includes FM radio)
54 Establish and close an FM radiotelephone net 0.3484
55 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.3023

using the battery computer system (BCS)
56 Initiate/process check firing and cancel check firing 0.3023

using the battery computer system (BCS)
57 Construct a field expedient antenna for tactical FM 0.3023

radio
58 Determine chart data using manual backup procedures 0.3023
59 Determine and announce replot data (fuze quick and VT) 0.3023
60 Determine and announce replot data (fuze time) 0.3023
61 Determine and apply position/special corrections with 0.3023

an MlO/Ml7 plotting board
62 Determine GFT settings for 6400 mils (eight- 0.3023

directional mt)
63 Process simultaneous fire mission using BCS 0.3023



Factor
Rank Title scoe

64 Determine piece displacement using hasty traverse 0.3023
procedures

65 Determine firing data for shell ICM (M444 and M449 -0.0062
series) using the ICM scale on the WFT

66 Determine and announce fire commands for a copperhead -0.0062
mission

67 Determine and announce fire commands for illumination -0.0062
missions

68 Determine and announce fire commands for a RAAM/ADAM -0.0062
mission

69 Determine and announce fire commands for an immediate -0.0062
smoke mission

70 Determine and announce fire ccommands for a rap mission -0.0062
71 Determine and announce fire commands for a quick smoke -0.0062

mission
72 Determine/announce fire commands utilizing data -0.0062

obtained from battery computer system (BCS)
73 Announce fire commands utilizing data from BUCS -0.0062
74 Resynchronize the battery computer system (BCS) -0.0062
75 Manually authenticate messages received and -0.0062

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
76 Manually authenticate messages received and -0.0062

transmitted using the battery computer system (BCS)
77 Transmit muzzle velocity information using the AFU; MV -0.0062

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
78 Establish a priority fire mission -0.0062
79 Process aerial observer mission using BCS -0.0062
80 Prepare/operate tactical FM radio set -0.0062
81 Prepare/operate communications security equipment -0.0062

TSEC/KY-57 with FM radio sets
82 Operate AN/VRC-46 radio set (AN/VRC-12 series) -0.0062
83 Operate radio set AN/VRC-64/AN/GRC-160 -0.0062
84 Prepare/submit operators MIJI report -0.0062
85 Operate an FM radio set using AN/GRA-39 -0.0062
86 Plot targets on firing chart from hasty fire plan -0.0524
87 Construct a GFT setting and apply deflection -0.0524

corrections to a OFT/GFT fan
88 Compute and announce site, angle of site, and vertical -0.0524

angles
89 Determine position corrections by solution of a -0.0524

concurrent met message
90 Update a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction by -0.0524

solution of a subsequent met message
91 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -0.0524

grid-coordinated altitude
92 Determine location/altitude of HB/MPI by computing -0.0524

polar plot data
93 Initialize the backup computer system (BUCS) and -0.0524

verity files
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Factor
Rank Title Score

94 Load and update a previously recorded data base using -0.0524
the battery computer system (BCS)

95 Process plain text information using the SYS; PTH -0.0524
message of the battery computer system (BCS)

96 Perfom diagnostic tests using the diagnostic test -0.0524
summary of the battery computer system (BCS)

97 Determine the grid coordinates of a point on a -0.0524
military map using the military grid R

98 Determine magnetic Azimuth using 142 compass -0.0524
99 Determine azimuths using a protractor and compute -0.0524

back-azimuths
100 Install/prepare SB-22 pt switchboards -0.0524
101 Perform vehicle preventative maintenance checks and -0.0524

services (PHCS)
102 Construct an emergency firing chart -0.0524
103 Take corrective action on error and warning messages -0.0524

using the battery computer system (BCS)
104 Deny a fire mission using the battery computer system -0.0524

(BCS)
105 Determine direction using field-expedient methods -0.0524
106 Determine location on ground by terrain association -0.0524
107 Update registration corrections with met data using -0.2722

BUCS
108 Construct firing chart based on map spot -0.3609
109 Post/update map-spotted firing chart .- 0.3609
110 Maintain fire direction records -0.3609
111 Replot targets as directed and determine and announce -0.3609

grid location
112 Determine a GFT setting and GFT deflection correction -0.3609

from an HB/MPI radar registration
113 Update registration corrections for BUCS using BCS -0.3609

data
114 Process high burst/mean point of impact (HB/MPI) -0.3609

registration using the BCS
115 Process precision registration using the battery -0.3609

computer system (BCS)
116 Locate observer by trilateration or resection using -0.3609

the battery computer system (BCS)
117 Process an area fire mission using the battery -0.3609

computer system (BCS)
118 Update a priority fire mission or assign a target -0.3609

number as a known point using the FM
119 Process fire commands for copperhead/target of -0.3609

opportunity with BCS
120 Display/act on received messages using BCS -0.3609
121 Process/update final protective fire (FPF) mission -0.3609

using BCS
122 Process preplanned copperhead fire mission using BCS -0.3609
123 Use the KTC 1400 numeral cipher/authentication system -0.3609
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Factor
Rank Title Score

124 Plot targets, determine, and announce chart data -0.3609
(manual)

125 Determine basic firing data for an he projectilo with -0.3609
a GFT/GFT fan (fuze quick, time, and VT)

126 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with -0.3609
a GFT (high angle)

127 Determine basic firing data for an he projectile with -0.3609
a GFT setting applied (GFT or GFT fan)

128 Compute firing data for fire-for-offect(FFE) mission -0.3609
129 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell -0.3609

DPICM
130 Determine firing data for an HOB correction for shell -0.3609

ICM (M444 and M449 series)
131 Determine firing data for shell RAAM/ADAM using the -0.3609

GFT
132 Determine firing data for shell copperhead -0.3609
133 Determine firing data for shell rap using the GFT -0.3609
134 Determine firing data for shell DPICM using the GFT -0.3609
135 Determine/announce firing data using special -0.3609

corrections
136 Calculate data for a GFT setting -0.3609
137 Encode and decode CEOI messages using RTC 600 tactical -0.3609

operations code
138 Prepare a surveyed firing chart -0.7155
139 Transfer from a map-spotted firing chart to a surveyed. -0.7155

firing chart
140 Plot target locations/unit information on firing -0.7155

chartr
141 Determine the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by -0.7155

plotting polar coordinates
142 Plot the HB/MPI (or radar HB/MPI) location by grid -0.7155

coordinates
143 Determine and apply low-angle GFT settings and -0.7155

deflection corrections to graphical equipment
144 Determine corrections for a nonstandard weight -0.7155

projectile
145 Determine the HB/MPI location by graphic intersection -0.7155
146 Enter map modification data into the backup computer -0.7155

system (BUCS)
147 Process fire unit data and weapon location using the -0.7155

backup computer system (BUCS)
148 Process amunition data using the backup computer -0.7155

system (BUCS)
149 Process observer data using the backup computer system -0.7155

(BUCS)
150 Process target/known point data using the backup -0.7155

computer system (BUCS)
151 Process ballistic met information using BUCS -0.7155
152 Process computer met information using BUCS -0.7155
153 Convert computer met information using BUCS -0.7155
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Factor
Rank Title Score

154 Process muzzle velocity data and store muzzle velocity -0.7155
variations (MVVs) in the BUCS

155 Update registration corrections with survey data using -0.7155
BUCS

156 Initialize the battery computer system (BCS) and -0.7155
construct and record a data base

157 Shutdown the battery computer system (BCS) -0.7155
158 Purge battery computer system (BCS) memory -0.7155
159 Process map modification information using the SPRT; -0.7155

map message of the BCS
160 Process fire unit information using the AFU; update -0.7155

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
161 Process battery computer system (BCS) piece -0.7155

information using the BCS; pieces message
162 Process fire unit ammunition information using the -0.7155

AFU; BAMOUP message of the BCS
163 Process mask information using the AFU; MASK message -0.7155

of the battery computer system (BCS)
164 Process meteorological information using the MET; CM -0.7155

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
165 Process observer information using the FM; OBCO -0.7155

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
166 Process target/known point information using FM; RFAF -0.7155

message of the battery computer system (BCS)
167 Process restricted fire area information using the -0.7155

SPRT; GEOM message of the BCS
168 Calculate muzzle velocity variation information using -0.7155

the BCS/MVV message format
169 Record a data base -0.7155
170 Process replot using the battery computer system -0.7155

(BCS)
171 Update registration corrections using met information -0.7155
172 Update registration corrections using survey -0.7155

information
173 Display a GFT setting using the FM; GFT message format -0.7155
174 Process artillery target intelligence information -0.7155

using the battery computer system (BCS)
175 Process a fire plan using the battery computer system -0.7155

(BCS)
176 Process a time-on-target (TOT) fire mission -0.7155
177 Process an illumination fire mission -0.7155
178 Process information using the BCS; COMD message format -0.7155
179 Execute a priority fire mission -0.7155
180 Determine the elevation of a point on the ground using -0.7155

a map
181 Convert azimuths -0.7155
182 Orient map using compass -0.7155
183 Locate an unknown point on a map or on the ground by -0.7155

resection
184 Install radio net control group AN/GRA-39 -0.7155
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Factor
Rank Title Score

185 Perform operator's PNCS/routine checks on telephone -0.7155
set TA-312/PT

186 Perform operator's PMCS on TSEC/KY-57 communications -0.7155
security equipment

187 Perform operators PMCS on AN/VRC-12 series radio -0.7155
188 Perform operator's PHCS on AN/VRC-160/ AN/VRC- -0.7155

54/AN/VRC-53/AN/GRC-125 radio sets
189 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VIC-1 intercommunication -0.7155

equipment
190 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-46 radio set -0.7155
191 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set AN/PRC-77 or AN/ -0.7155

PRC-25 (RC)
192 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and -0.7155

services on antenna RC-292
193 Perform operator's preventive maintenance checks and -0.7155

services on antenna group OE-254
194 Perform operator's PMCS on radio set control group -0.7155

AN/QRA-39
195 Perform operator's PMCS on SB-22 pt switchboards -0.7155
196 Perform operator's PNCS on AN/VRC-48 radio set -0.7155
197 Perform operator's PMCS on AN/VRC-49 radio set 0.7155
198 Connect/disconnect generator' to/from operating -0.7155

equipment
199 Perform preventive maintenance checks and services -0.7155

(PMCS) on gasoline engine driven generator set
200 Record generator deficiencies (DA form 2404) -0.7155
201 Adjust generator output/voltaae/freoency -0.7155
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B. Current and Alternative POIs for MOS
13E AIT

The following tables sumanrize the alternative programs of

instruction we analyzed for this case study. The tables cover the

baseline (current) POI, the 'Shortened POI,' the 'Add-In POI,' and two

CBT POX (the latter of which includes the assumption that CDT can

shorten training time). Each of the tables show the training events

included in the POI, the number of academic hours allocated to each

event by type of instruction, and the number of instructor contact

hours.

Type of instruction is coded as follows:

Conference = Employs directed discussion, instructor controlled

Demo = Use of an actual situation or portrayal to show and
explain procedure

PEI = Performance oriented exercise with actual equipment

PE2 = Practical application outside the classroom, but not
involving actual equipment

PE3 = Exercises in the classroom not involving equipment

EXM1 = Hardware oriented performance

EXAM2 = Written test

CBT = Computer-based training

TV = Television/video.
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QMOWA 6.0 6.0 24.0

CIDIOOG 3.0 1.0 4.0 10.0
'ODIOPI 11.0

*GDIOPD *3.0 *7.0
*QDIOPA *4.0 08.0
AMMO 1.3 6.7 8.0 28.1
ANIOAN 1.1 2.9 4.0 24.3
AN1001 2.0 2.0 2.0
OCIOBM FAIMNWW 0.6 2.5 3.0 5.5
CCIOOJ am 1.0 7.0 9.0 15.0
00100D m@&upwmpAo@w . 2.0 2.0 10.0
CCIOGA Lowftwftftom 2.0 2.0 10.0
CCIM 2.0 2.0 10.0
CCIOAA zo 2.0 10.0
oclopm 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 6.5
co"m 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 3.0
CCIOVV 0.5 3.5 4.0 16.0

CCIOCE 0.5 0.5 2.0 3.0 11.5
00100 0.3 1.7 2.0 4.0 12.8
oclool 3.0 1.0 4.0 16.0
CCIOGA 1.0 7.0 6.0 43.0

TOTAL $4.7 0.5 151.0 3.7 32.0 0.5 20.0 7.0 212.0 712.7
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AMOS wotma RPQIIU 1.0 3.0 4.0 7.0
ANIOAH wotftfd pftum 1.0 1.0 2.0 &.0
ANIOGI emoeat -ur 2.0 2.0 2.0
GD1OAA som~l amm" 1.0 1.0 0.0

OIOAE am~d""GfuIM 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0

601KM racowap 1.0 &.0 4.0 10.0
601001 ___" u 2.0 2.0 6.0
ODIOAI ~smmmodr mua 2.0 2.0 4.0
601GM ftmu amu. 1.0 5.0 6.0 16.0
OD0AID @lm~mvv~mdmd Emu 4.0 4.0 6.0 16.0
601002 ___amu 2.0 2.0 6.c

GOIGAT ws 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.L

60106 oplmo Poe 6.0Nw" a 6.0 16.0

OIGAZ ft Pmm 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
6010W wom~fm MPM 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
6010 mum~tP~fd a 4.0 4.0 12.0
601004 ua 2.0 2.0 6.0
O0IOAN aw mumf UMu 1.0 2.0 5.0 7.0
60an1 vfsnp IMP* 0.5 2.5 3.0 L0

D010U wofoftof mmum 0.5 1.5 2.0 &0
60I(LN OCWQDwMNg Omm 1.0 &.0 4.0 10.0
601011 1Pd~dmM mua 4.0 4.0 12.0
601006 Pal 2.0 2.0 6.0
6010J1 Pamammu 1.0 1.0 1.0
60IOJ am~ .mp= 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
601 WA m IA0 7.0 6.0 22.0
amlaI am-o 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
ODlIS msummm 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
60101 Pal ~ m& 60 6.0 24.0
601007 wmp m 4.0 4.0 12.0
OD1OJ pa.wv~ &~60 6.0 24.0
601KM omm 6.0 6.0 24.0
601006 ~ moimm 3.0 1.0 4.0 10.

*GDIWO A.TOm

*601OPA m m um
60100 tomm
60omCV umm
601KM mm
601005 mm.
6011 mmwmm
001KM ft mu.pfma 0.5 2.5 3.0 5.5
COIOO am 00umam mm 1.0 7.0 6.0 16.0
001000 U POmWFmMMOMmONA2.0 2.0 10.0
00IKSA of um
00106 ft"SWU~dft ma 2.0 2.0 10.0

o001Km smAmmo
0010CM .- "m 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 &.0
0010W amafa~mnowerw e mmP 0.5 &.5 4.0 16.0
P, MfinE fjt~wolmo wwwMm 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.5

001OG Apwcmooumu m "sU&aM mm 0.3 1.7 2.0 4.0 12.6
001001 sa emooDp 2.0 1.0 3.0 11.0
CCIOGA uqn~nmusu mu

TTAL. 27.3 0.5 127.5 16.5 0.5 19.0 4.0 200.0 540.6
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TAW. Um M u a 1m

DIl ~ ~ ' m~m 1.0 3.0 4.0 7.0
AN""N ~ INOIUM 1.0 1.0 2.0 LO0
ANIOOI MWM 2.0 2.0 2.0
WDIAA ofinMla" 1.0 1.0 0.0

OD"M WImmI 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
ODM ONm 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0

OOIVM woigm mm00c 1.0 3.0 4.0 10.0
00100 LO2. 2.0 6.0
GMDiOI m 2.0 2.0 4.0
001K om 1.0 5L0 6.0 16.0

OiDm nmO Fog 4.0 4.0 6.0 16.0
001002 NO 2.0 2.0 6.0
ODIOAT 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0

ODOM1 son m 6.0 6.0 16.0
001003 MNAN doo W PON 2L0 2.0 6.0

mmGA 10 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
ODV@U NIMPI 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
am10w PONm 4.0 4.0 12.0
001004 pal 2.0 2.0 6.0
0010Md ~ *~*t~ MI 1.0 LO0 3.0 7.0

OMU SIMMI 0.5 2A5 3.0 6.0
ODIOM I d mm 0.5 1.5 2.0 5.0
OWN~t ~ 1.0 3.0 4.0 10.0
00111 m 4.0 4.0 12.0
001006 Lm2. 2.0 6.0
emu. ~m 1.0 1.0 1.0
0O1.OM m 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
GOIOJA IAm . 7.0 5.0 22.0
001.1 ' m 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
001.3 m 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
OD10OM Pa mO 6.0.0 24.0
001007 no m 4.0 4.0 12.0
OOD10PI 1.0m 1.0 2.0 4.0

0010P0 AN mum 3.0 7.0 10.0 24.0
*OIOpA AW Mm 4.0 6.0 IL0 2U.0
ONEW wem4.0 4.0 1I.0
00105 Ml mO G.0 6. 4.0
ODIOM IMM LO 6.8.0 24.0
001006 11m 0 4.0 1.0 5.0 12.0
00100oomm 0.0
001DJO mnu 0.0
ODIUM £nu0.0
00106 - 0.0

ODOMm 0.0
OCoUM ~m 0.5 2.5 3.0 5.5
OCImO Mo'mm 1.0 7.0 6.0 15.0
00100 PO 2.0 2.0 10.0
00cam i m iN U
00101 Ow mLO. 2.0 10.0
CCIMA i m gium

MCOPM m i~aW ama
0010CM CAm . 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 &.0
001a pa OAw m . 3.5 4.0 16.0
cOIcE .~a i 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.5
0MM 90010mui mC0. 1.7 2.0 4.0 12.6

001001 LO~ . 1.0 3.0 11.0
OCIOGA lowrua

TOTAL 35.3 0.5 147.5 3.7 16.5 0.5 20.0 4.0 226.0 611.6
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QWM ~ ~ Zft r tOl MII P3_ SM I ft3 1"PTW~T b
AMlOAB Gn 4.0 4.0 4.0
ANIGAH 2.0 2.0 2.0
ANIOOl LO~ . 2.0 2.0
001w AA 1.0 1.0 0.0
001W OWW~fkGMp 2.0 6.0 6.0 14.0
001OAE ma m Poo 2.0 6.0 6.0 14.0
=a1m ftoho -Pa 1.0 3.0 4.0 10.0

01001 POO 2.0 2.0 6.0
GDOMI anamnfwr m 2.0 2.0 2.0
GDIM amflo WG 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0
001W VbeMWdfM~VkvUNU.~~r4ds PO 4.0 4.0 3.0 12.0
001006 ____ 2.0 2.0 6.0
ODIGT GPABIP -lo0 &m o 2.0 6.0 0.0 14.0

00160 opee"o~wa o 6.0 6.0 16.0
001006 ft ma NmL~aM~ft.Ae Po 2.0 2.0 6.0
QDMAZ ft pa 2.0 6.0 3.0 14.0
0010S1 P 2.0 6.0 6.0 14.0
0D1CR Pal ~ 4.0 4.0 12.0
001004 Pal - 2.0 2.0 6.0
0010tN ONA~fo utu~ase.*nt NO 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
a0101 "Otok esi4stam pa 0.5 2.5 3.0 6.5
ODIO0U MONDWR .um~wg~ Pat 0.5 1.5 2.0 3.5
00IOLN OinMPWOBINN .u0umm uui 1.0 3.0 4.0 7.0
0010 pwmdm~" a 4.0 4.0 12.0
001006 ipal 2.0 2.0 6.0
0001DIU~ms 1.0 1.0 1.0
00O3Dm m.M 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
001GM mi imm- 1.0 7.0 3.0 22.0
00101K minm 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
0DIOJ m mPa - 1.0 7.0 8.0 22.0
ODIOJ Paln. -4 .0 6.0 24.0
00007 Pal - 4.0 4.0 12.0
O0O1OP1 MO NP 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

*0D1OPD MDOP 3.0 7.0 10.0 17.0
*0D10PA Laumaoamma WOC 4.0 6.0 12.0 20.0
NEKW wuTOm . 4.0 4.0 12.0
OD101 fitm6emp, 6a .0 6.0 24.0
001KM po 6.0 6.0 24.0
001006 mni.~cmi"w o 4.0 1.0 5.0 12.0

1000 awa"Wo ma
00100V m.am 1mIU
mm64 ~ asmnm

001005
0010M mn-
0010m - l 0.5 2.5 3.0 5.5
0010Wi am "04.0"m -W 1.0 7.0 6.0 15.0
00100 moom paiinas insmaut 2.0 2.0 10.0
001CM mt oat m w
00163 mmuUOw uNmp pa 2.0 2.0 10.0
=C~a Bum Ain i n"Im.wr

Comm ei M~ff mafcwao
Cmm muio 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 3.0

0010W fta mwftf~tfuwmvW4 pa 0.5 3.5 4.0 16.0
001006 ~ fwo~m W intsmu 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.5
0dmak ANWOMsIROPAUM(nu3 -M 0.3 1.7 2.0 4.0 12.6
001001 MENM~O 2.0 1.0 3.0 11.0

TOTAL 46.3 70.0 0.5 70.5 2.7 5.5 0.5 20.0 4.0 229.0 532.
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AtdIVG sMam 4.0 4.0 4.0
ANIOAN mp~ftw umwfaa 2.0 2.0 2.0
ANIOSI ambmmdo Po 2.0 2.0 2.0
GOIOA em"AM~t ,Plfwm 1.0 1.0 0.0

001M1 ONANd"h 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0
ammw QlMAdkO -- c 1.0 3.0 4.0 10.0

0DI00I pa 2.0 2.0 6.0
001M1I &" Of -00Trp 2.0 2.0 2.0
0D1AK emmo PM 2.0 2W 4.7 7.4
ODIO pam 4.0 2.7 6.7 9.4
001000 mea 2.0 2.0 6&0
ODIMAT E-wwhi m .- - l 2.0 4.0 &.0 10.0
ccwe016" 0a 6.0 6.0 16.0
001003 ft~~wcvwmxm% p 2.0 2.0 6.0
0Imz ft 2.0 L 4.0 6.0 10.0
00105. W*WMAWf Pat. 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0
0010. ftwhmm me. 4.0 4.0 12.0
001004 BOMO m 2.0 2.0 6.0
ooIW amfb" sC M4&=06-11 pa 1.0 1.5 2.5 4.0
00101 wa*qm some.P 0.5 1.6 2.1 3.7
O0100U whioomb ism USl"1U pal 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.s
G(laN DPfboam M0k m e.Po 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
001011 sp"oMa m 4.0 4.0 12.0
001006 Ome.i pal.0 2.0 6.0

oowamew. 1.0 1.0 1.0
00109 so - 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
QOIOJA mobftom pame 1.0 7.0 6.0 22.0
00105K Romft pe 2.0 6.0 6.0 20.0
0001DmIdmie 1.0 7.0 LO.022.0
ODlOJ inta~U .m..0 6.0 24.0
001007 me. 4.0 4.0 12.0
*G010P1 w~nwswm~mosm AMe.C 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
*0010P9 **fum .ame. 3.0 4.5 7.5 12.0
*0010PA t~wmttmuf~A swe.O 4.0 5.0 0.0 14.0
NE1W sue.O 4.0 4.0 13.0
GOIOM Lhfetenb me 6.0 6.0 24.0
Go1mm O me. 6.06. 24.0
001006 ald WOADO mea 4.0 1.0 5.0 13.0
00100 ammo4a"4S4N" -L
GOMMC WASmm
GDWo mi
00106lowi
0010I okmum
001m me.wmfwft P 0.5 2.5 3.0 5.5
cc=0 amr 1nwa.ms pa 1.0 4.7 5.7 10.4
0C0omm~vmr 2.0 2.0 10.0
0CM o inmm
00101 biiupa,4 LO 2. 20 10.0
CCIOAA w uu ci oomum
Oc1Om PmAdSma *aMs

Cm m 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 3.0
ocloVY Oi.Upa~. me 05S. 4.0 16.0
0000 mmn .. msi 0.6 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.5
c01m 0.3~u~st4f47 m. O 1.7 2.0 4.0 12.6
0000 onj S oWn 2.0 1.0 8.0 11.0
CGIMU om.gam~ w

TomA 46. 46.7 0.5 79.5 2.7 5.5 0.5 20.0 4.0 206.7_41U.
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